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No. 20060438

IN THE UTAH SUPREME COURT
CELESTE MOSS, an heir of BRADLEY A. RONE,
Plaintiff/Appellant,
vs.
PETE SUAZO UTAH ATHLETIC COMMISSION. UTAH DEPARTMENT OF
COMMERCE. STATE OF UTAH. RICHARD WEINSOFT, Utah Athletic
Commission Director, TOP RANK, INC., a Nevada Corporation, SEAN
GIBBONS, PETE SUSENS, CORNELIUS BOZA-EDWARDS, FKF
PRODUCTIONS, EDDIE "FLASH" NEWMAN, and JOHN AND JANE
DOES 1-10,
Defendants/Appellees,

BRIEF OF APPELLEES
Defendants-appellees Pete Suazo Utah Athletic Commission (the
"Commission" or "Athletic Commission"), Utah Department of Commerce,
and State of Utah (collectively, the "state") submit this brief in answer to the
brief of appellant Celeste Moss.

JURISDICTION
This Court has jurisdiction in this matter under Utah Code Ann. § 78-22(3)(j) (West 2004), which confers jurisdiction over orders of any court of
record over which the Court of Appeals does not have original appellate
jurisdiction.

ISSUES PRESENTED
1. Immunity for injuries arising out of licensing
Does the legislative grant of governmental immunity from suit for injuries
arising out of licensing and similar authorizations include the state's
licensing of boxing contests?

A.

Standard of review
The interpretation of a statute presents a question of law that should be

reviewed for correctness. See Lyon v. Burton. 2000 UT 55, ff 15 - 20, 5 P.3d
616, 622 (granting no deference to trial court in construing statutory
exception to general waiver of immunity from suit for negligence claims). See
also Florida Asset Financing Corp., v. Utah Labor Comm'n* 2006 UT 58, f 8,
2006 WL 2788966 * 2 (stating standard in construing workers' compensation
statute).
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B. Preservation of issue
Moss raised this issue in response to the state's motion to dismiss. R. 111-18

2. Scope of immunity
Moss claims that in permitting her decedent to engage in a fight that
allegedly caused his heart attack and death, the Athletic Commission
negligently failed to follow several of its own rules. Is the state immune from
Moss's wrongful death claim because the injury arose from the state's
issuance of a license or similar authorization, regardless of the particular
type negligence alleged?

A. Standard of review
The standard of review as that set forth above for the first issue also
applies to this issue.

B. Preservation of issue
Moss raised this issue in response to the state's motion to dismiss. R. 147150.

3. Governmental function
This Court has held that governmental immunity does not implicate the
the open courts clause when the activity in question constitutes a
governmental function under the Standiford test. Is the state's regulation of
-3-

boxing an activity that is "of such a unique nature that it can only be
performed by a governmental agency" or that is "essential to the core of
governmental immunity" so as to meet the Standiford test?

A Standard of review
Whether a statute is constitutional is a question of law, which should be
reviewed for correctness. Tindlev v. Salt Lake City Sch. Dist.* 2005 UT 30,
f 11, 116 P.3d 295, 299. However, statutes are presumed constitutional, and
reasonable doubts should be resolved in favor of constitutionality. IcL

B. Preservation of issue
Moss raised this issue in response to the state's motion to dismiss. R.lll-18.

DETERMINATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL
PROVISIONS, STATUTES AND RULES
The following provisions are central to the issues on appeal and are
included in the Addenda B-D to this Brief.
Utah Code Ann. § 63-30-10 (2003) (repealed as of July 1, 2004)
Utah Code Ann. §§ 13-33-101 to - 506 (2003)
Utah Administrative Code, R. 151-33-101 to -904 (2003)
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Nature of the Case
This is a wrongful death suit against the state's Athletic Commission and
several alleged boxing promoters and managers. Moss contends that the
Commission negligently permitted her decedent Bradley A. Rone to compete
in a heavyweight boxing match in Cedar City, Utah. Rone died of a heart
attack after the first of six planned rounds. The trial court dismissed Moss's
claims against the state based upon its statutory immunity for injuries
arising from the issuance of licenses and similar authorizations.

Course of the Proceedings and Disposition Below
Moss commenced this by filing a complaint against the state, the
Commission director, and several individuals and corporations who allegedly
promoted or managed the boxing contest that resulted in Rone's death. R. 121. 1 The state and the Commission director responded by filing separate
motions to dismiss. R. 34-36. After they were fully briefed, the trial court held
oral argument on the motions. R. 192.
By minute entry, the trial court issued a memorandum decision granting
both motions. R. 201-204. The court later entered an order granting the
1

After this appeal was taken, Moss amended her complaint to also
name as a defendant the doctor who allegedly acted as the ringside physician
for the fight. R. 349, 351.
-5-

motions and dismissing the complaint with prejudice as against the state and
the Commission director. R. 212-220.2 Moss filed a motion to certify the order
under Rule 54(b) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, which was granted on
April 28, 2006. R. 312-14. Moss filed her notice of appeal a few days later. R.
315-16. On appeal, Moss has raised no issue concerning the portion of the
order dismissing the Commission director. Id.; see also Brief of Appellant.

STATEMENT OF THE FACTS
The following facts are based solely on the material allegations of the
Complaint, which should be assumed to be true on review of a dismissal for
failure to state a claim under Rule 12(b)(6) of the Utah Rules of Civil
Procedure. See Warner v. State. 2005 UT 54, f 9, 122 P.3d 599, 602
(reviewing dismissal of negligence claim against state based on statutory
immunity for injuries resulting from assault or battery).
On July 18, 2003, a heavyweight boxing match between Rone and Billy
Zumbrun was held under the auspices of the Athletic Commission in Cedar
City, Utah. R. 6. Rone collapsed from a heart attack after the first of six
planned rounds and died that day. R. 6-7. Moss alleges that Rone's heart

2

The order expressly incorporated a copy of the minute entry that
constituted the trial court's written memorandum decision. Although Moss
attached a copy of the order as an addendum to her opening brief, she
omitted the memorandum decision. The entire order including the
memorandum decision is therefore attached as Addendum A to this brief.
-6-

attack was caused by his exertion in the fight and that Rone was not fit to
compete in the fight that day. R. 7-8.
According to Moss, Rone had been prohibited for medical reasons from
fighting in Nevada in 2003, and had lost his prior twenty-six consecutive
fights. Moss claims that in licensing Rone and permitting the fight, the
Commission negligently failed to follow its rules which, among other things,
prohibited unfair contests; prohibited contestants who had lost six
consecutive fights from boxing until the Commission had reviewed the results
of those fights; and required contestants to obtain a physician's certificate of
good physical condition to compete based on an examination given more than
eight hours before a fight.

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT
The trial court correctly construed the licensing exception to the statutory
waiver of governmental immunity according to its plain and unambiguous
meaning to include Moss's negligence claims against the state. On its face,
the licensing immunity applies to all licensing by a governmental agency
without any exceptions or exclusions for the licensing of boxing or any other
activity. Nor would a reading of the immunity act as a whole or the policy
underlying the licensing immunity permit the creation of an exclusion for the
licensing of boxing. Furthermore, the licensing immunity applies to Moss's
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claim because Rone's death "ar[o]se from" the Athletic Commission's issuance
of "any license . . . or similar authorization," regardless of the particular
negligence that Moss contends resulted in the authorization of the RoneZumbrun boxing contest. This Court has consistently rejected attempts such
as Moss's to plead around the various exceptions to the waiver of negligence
claims and should do so here.
Finally, Moss's open courts challenge to the licensing exception fails
because the state's regulation of boxing is an "activity of such a unique
nature that it can only be performed by a governmental agency" or "is
essential to the core of governmental immunity." Therefore, the state's
regulation of boxing satisfies the Standiford definition of a governmental
function which under this Court's decisions, "reflects the proper constitutional
boundary between those governmental activities that implicate the open
courts clause and those that do not." Therefore, the state's licensing of boxing
raises no constitutional issue under the open courts clause. This Court should
affirm the decision below in its entirety.

ARGUMENT

1. The Statutory Immunity for Injuries Arising Out of Licensing
and Similar Authorizations Includes the Licensing of Boxing
The trial court correctly construed the licensing exception to the general
-8-

waiver of immunity for negligence claims in the Utah Governmental
Immunity Act in accordance with its plain and unambiguous meaning to
include the state's licensing of boxing. The licensing exception is set forth at
Utah Code section 63-30-10(3), which states:
Immunity from suit of all governmental entities is waived for
injury proximately caused by a negligent act or omission of a
governmental employee, except if the injury arises out of, in
connection with, or results from . . .
* * *

(3) the issuance, denial, suspension, or revocation of or by the
failure or refusal to issue, deny, suspend, or revoke any permit,
license, certificate, approval, order, or similar authorization.
Utah Code Ann. § 63-30-10(3) (West 2004) (repealed July 1, 2004).3 This
Court has applied a three-step analysis to determine whether the state is
immune from suit under the Utah Governmental Immunity Act:
First, courts must ascertain whether the activity was a
governmental function and thereby entitled to blanket immunity
under the Act. Second if the activity constituted a governmental
function, courts must then look to see whether the State has
waived immunity under another section of the Act. Finally,
courts must determine whether there is an exception to the
waiver of immunity that retains immunity against suit for the
cause of action in the particular case.
Wagner v. State. 2005 UT 54, f 12, 122 P.3d 599, 603 (holding state immune
from suit under assault and battery exception to waiver of immunity for
3

On July 1, 2004, the Utah Governmental Immunity Act was repealed
and replaced by the Governmental Immunity Act of Utah. The language in
section 63-30-10(3) appears in the current act, with only minor stylistic
changes. See Utah Code Ann. § 63-30d-301(4) & (5)(c) (West Supp. 2004).
-9-

negligence claims).
Moss has not questioned, either in the court below or on appeal, t h a t the
state's regulation of boxing satisfies the first two steps of the above analysis.
Although Moss contends t h a t the state's licensing of boxing does not meet the
Standiford

test for governmental function and therefore implicates the open

courts clause, she h a s not asserted t h a t such licensing falls outside the broad
definition of governmental function under the Act. 4 5 Similarly, Moss h a s not
questioned whether the state's general waiver of immunity for "injury
proximately caused by a negligent act or omission of a [state] employee
committed within the scope of employment" applies to her allegations against
the state. See U t a h Code Ann. § 63-30-10 (West 2004).
The third step in the analysis, whether there is an exception to t h e waiver
of immunity t h a t retains immunity against Moss's suit, is also met. To

4

As suggested by the Court's articulation of the three-step analysis in
Wagner, 2005 UT 54, at f 12, the immunity act grants "blanket immunity"
for "any injury which results from the exercise of a governmental function."
Utah Code Ann. § 63-30-3 (West 2004) ("Except as may be otherwise provided
in this chapter, all governmental entities are immune from suit for any injury
which results from the exercise of a governmental function."). The Act defines
"governmental function" broadly as "any act, failure to act, operation,
function, or undertaking of a governmental entity . . . ." U t a h Code Ann. § 6330-2(4)(a) (West 2004).
5

To avoid reaching a constitutional issue unnecessarily, the open courts
issue should be addressed only after the statutory issues are resolved. See,
e.g., IML v. State. 2002 UT 1 1 0 , 1 9 n.3, 61 P.3d 1038, 1041 n.3. Therefore,
although Moss raised her constitutional argument in the first point of her
brief, t h a t issue is addressed in Point 3 below.
-10-

construe the various exceptions to the waiver of immunity for negligence
claims, this Court has turned to "long-standing rules of statutory
construction." See Lvon v. Burton. 2000 UT 55, f 17, 5 P.3d 616, 622
(construing several exceptions to the general waiver of immunity for
negligence claims in section 63-30-10). For example, in Lyon u. Burton, the
Court stated those rules as follows:
This court's primary objective in construing legislative
enactments is to give effect to the legislature's intent. The plain
language of a statute is generally the best indication of that
intent. Therefore, where the statutory language is plain and
unambiguous, we do not look beyond the language's plain
meaning to divine legislative intent.
2000 UT 55, at f 17, 5 P.3d at 622 (citations omitted). See also Blackner v.
State. 2002 UT 44, f 12, 48 P.3d 949 (construing "natural condition"
exception in accordance with its plain and ordinary meaning). Furthermore,
"The plain language of the statute is to be read as a whole, and its provisions
interpreted in harmony with other provisions in the same statute . . . .
[W]here possible we construe statutory provisions so as to give full effect to
all their terms." Lyon. 2000 UT 55, at f 17, 5 P.3d at 622. (citations and
internal quotation marks omitted).
On its face, the licensing exception applies to "any" license or similar
authorization—without any further exceptions or exclusions. In contending
otherwise, Moss points to no ambiguity in the language, and there is none.
Moss's proposal that an exclusion be created for licenses that affect "life and
-11-

safety" should be made to the Legislature. As it is, the language in the
licensing exception simply provides no support for this Court to conclude t h a t
the Legislature intended to create any such exclusion.
In addition, such an exclusion is unsupported by a reading of the
immunity act as a whole, which immunizes many governmental functions
t h a t impact life and safety. See, e.g., U t a h Code Ann. § 63-30-10(2) (assault
and battery exception), -10(7) (riots and mob violence exception), -10(9)
(National Guard exception), -10 (incarceration exception), -10(13)
(management of flood waters and n a t u r a l disasters), -10(15) (emergency
vehicle exception), -10(16) (latent dangerous condition of highways), -10(17)
(latent dangerous condition of public buildings), -10(18) (emergency medical
assistance, fire fighting, handling hazardous materials, emergency
evacuations and transportation, d a m emergencies). Indeed, it is the essential
and pervasive role of the government in protecting life and safety t h a t
justifies the grant of immunity. As recognized by this Court in Gillman v.
DepaHment

of Financial Institutions,

public entities and employees should

not be liable for "failure to m a k e arrests or otherwise to enforce any law," for
"failing to inspect persons or property adequately to determine compliance
with health and safety regulations," or for "negligent or wrongful issuance or
revocation of licenses and permits." 782 P.2d 506. 512-513 (Utah 1989)
(construing licensing exception broadly and quoting 4 Calif. Law Rev.
Comm'n, Reports, Recommendations

and Studies 817-18 (1963)).
-12-

It is precisely because "[t]he government has undertaken these activities
to insure public health and safety" that immunity is appropriate. "To provide
the utmost public protection, governmental entities should not be dissuaded
from engaging in such activities by the fear that liability may be imposed if
an employee performs his duties inadequately." M In addition, "if liability
existed for this type of activity, the risk exposure to which a public entity
would be subject would include virtually all activities going on within the
community/' Id. In that case,
[t]here would be potential governmental liability for all building
defects, for all crimes, and for all outbreaks of contagious
disease. No private person is subjected to risks of this magnitude
. . . . Far more persons would suffer if government did not
perform these functions at all than would be benefitted by
permitting recovery in those cases where the government is
shown to have performed inadequately.
Id.
Consequently, Moss's proposed exception for activities affecting "life and
safety" would constitute poor policy. The ultimate consequence of subjecting
the state to liability for its conduct in regulating boxing would be the
abandonment of such regulation. More people would suffer in that event than
would be benefitted by allowing recovery in cases of negligent regulation.
Accordingly, this Court should affirm the trial court's decision dismissing
Moss's negligence claims against the state.

-13-

2. The Statutory Immunity for Injuries Arising Out of Licensing
and Similar Authorizations Applies to All of Moss's Allegations
Against the State
The trial court correctly applied the licensing exception to all of Moss's
allegations of negligence against the state because those allegations seek
recovery for an injury that would not have occurred but for the state's
approval of the boxing contest that led to Rone's death. Again, the plain
language of the licensing exception controls:
Immunity from suit of all governmental entities is waived for
injury proximately caused by a negligent act or omission of a
governmental employee, except if the injury arises out of, in
connection with, or results from . . . the issuance . . . of or by
failure or refusal to issue, deny, suspend, or revoke any permit,
license, certificate, approval, order, or similar authorization.
Utah Code Ann. § 63-30-10(3) (West 2004). Thus, the critical question is
whether Rone's death "ar[o]se out of, in connection with, or result [ed] from. . .
"the issuance . . . of any permit license, certificate, approval, order, or similar
authorization." M To support her negligence claim against the state, Moss
must (and does) allege that the Athletic Commission negligently permitted
the Rone-Zumbrun boxing contest on July 18, 2003 to occur. Thus, Moss's
allegations fall within the scope of the above language.
In arguing otherwise, Moss focuses on the specific manner in which she
contends that the state was negligent. Thus, she alleges that the Athletic
Commission negligently failed to follow its rules, which among other things
prohibited unfair contests, prohibited contestants who have lost six
-14-

consecutive fights from boxing, and required its contestants to obtain a
physician's certificate of good physical condition to compete. A review of the
Pete Suazo Utah Athletic Commission Act and the rules promulgated under
that act, however, shows that none of Moss's specific allegations of negligence
remove her claim from coverage by the licensing exception.
The Pete Suazo Utah Athletic Commission "has and is vested with the
sole direction, management, control, and jurisdiction over all contests or
exhibitions of unarmed combat to be conducted, held or given within this
state

" Utah Code Ann. § 13-33-401(a) (West 2004). Before a boxing

contest, a licensed promoter must apply to the Commission, pay a contest fee,
post a surety bond in the amount and form determined by the Commission,
and receive the Commission's approval. M at § 13-33-401(3). The
Commission grants approval only upon a determination that in addition to
having a properly licensed promoter who has posted the required bond, "the
contest or promotion will be held in accordance with this chapter and rules
made under this chapter." M at § 13-33-403(4). In addition to the promoter,
any manager, contestant, second, referee, or judge participating in a boxing
contest must be licensed for a two-year term. Id^ at § 13-33-301(1).
In aid of the Commission's jurisdiction, these participants are all subject
to disciplinary proceedings before the Commission. M at § 13-33-303. In
addition, the commissioner designated to supervise a particular boxing
contest may immediately suspend a contestant's license "upon a finding that
-15-

the contestant presents an immediate and significant danger to the
contestant, other contestants, or the public." Utah Admin. R. 151-33-403.
And, either the referee as the chief official or the designated commissioner
may stop the contest under certain circumstances. IcL_ at § 13-33-102(14)(b) &
-404(2); Utah Admin. R. 151-33-512.
As the above provisions demonstrate, only by "the issuance . . . of or D the
. . . refusal to deny, suspend or revoke any permit, license, certificate,
approval, order, or similar authorization" can the Athletic Commission
enforce any of its rules for the conduct of boxing contests. Utah Code Ann.
§ 63-30-10(3). Without its licensing authority, the Commission could not
perform any of the functions that Moss contends it negligently performed
before the Rone-Zumbrun match. The Commission could not prohibit unfair
contests, prohibit a contestant who has lost six consecutive fights from
boxing, or require contestants to obtain a physician's certificate of good
physical condition. Accordingly, the trial court correctly ruled that the state
has retained immunity from Moss's negligence suit.
This conclusion is well-supported by this Court's decisions involving the
licensing and other exceptions to the waiver of immunity for negligence
claims. This Court has repeatedly rejected attempts such as Moss's to avoid
those exceptions by focusing on the allegations of negligence rather than the
"but for" cause of the alleged injury. For example, in Gillman v. Department
of Financial Institutions, 782 P.2d 506, 510-513 (Utah 1989), this Court
-16-

rejected the argument that the licensing exception did not apply to investors'
claims that their injuries were caused by the state's negligent supervision of
savings and loan institutions rather than by the failure to revoke or suspend
the institutions' licenses. Indeed, the link between Moss's claims and the
state's licensing authority is even stronger in this case than in Gillman,
where the statutory scheme arguably granted extensive supervisory
authority beyond the licensing function. See id. at 513-14 (Howe, J.
dissenting). See also Ledfors v. Emery County Sch. Dist., 849 P.2d, 1162,
1165-67 (Utah 1993) (rejecting argument that injury arose out of negligent
failure to protect and supervise child assaulted at school by other
schoolchildren, instead of assault and battery); Blackner v. State, 2002 UT 44,
f 13-14, 48 P.3d 949, 952 (applying exception for "natural conditions," and
rejecting argument that proximate cause of plaintiffs injuries was state's
negligence in stopping traffic while clearing road after earlier avalanche,
rather than by later avalanche that collided into traffic that was stopped);
Taylor v. Odgen City Sch. Dist. 927 P.2d 159, 162-63 (Utah 1996) (rejecting
argument that assault and battery exception was inapplicable because child's
injury was caused primarily by allegedly unsafe window into which he was
pushed by another student).
In rejecting attempts to plead around the exception to the waiver of
immunity, the Court has emphasized that the language of section 63-30-10
"focuses on the conduct or situation out of which the injury arose, not on the
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theory of liability crafted by the plaintiff or the type of negligence alleged."
Ledfors* 849 P.2d at 1166. Furthermore, the ordinary meaning of the
language t h a t invokes the exceptions is broad. Thus, in Taylor, the Court
observed, '"arises out of within the assault exception 'is a phrase of much
broader significance t h a n "caused by.'"" 927 P.2d at 163 (quoting National
Farmers Union Property & Cas. Co. v. Western Cas. & Sur. Co. , 577 P.2d
961, 963 (Utah 1978)). "Under t h e phrase's ordinary meaning, the assault
need not be the sole cause of the injury to except the governmental entity
from liability for the injury. The language demands only t h a t there be some
causal relationship between the injury and the risk provided for." Id.
(emphasis in original) (citation and internal quotation m a r k s omitted). Thus,
despite allegations t h a t a child's injury was caused by an unsafe window, a
school district was immune under the assault and battery exception because
"[b]ut for the assault, [the child's] injuries would not have occurred." M See
also Blackner. 2002 UT 44, at f 13, 15 ("The application of the natural
condition exception to the waiver of governmental immunity does not hinge
on whether the natural condition in any way proximately caused the
plaintiff's injuries. *** Under the statute, the "arise out o f language requires
only t h a t there be some causal nexus between the risk and the resulting
injury. In other words, but for the snow pack and the first avalanche, [the
plaintiff] would not have suffered the injury." (Original emphasis.) (Citations
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and internal quotation marks omitted.))Applying these concepts to the allegations in this case, Rone's death
"ar[o]se out of the Commission's authorization of his boxing match with
Zumbrum in July 2003, regardless of whether that authorization occurred
because of the Commission's alleged failure to follow its rules requiring a
physical medical examination, its alleged failure to require a physician's
certification, its alleged failure to review Rone's prior losses, or whatever
negligent acts or failures to act resulted in the authorization to box. But for
the Commission's authorization of the boxing match, Rone would not have
participated in the match, and his death from a heart attack allegedly caused
by his exertion in the fight would not have occurred. Accordingly, the state is
immune from Moss's wrongful death claims and the decision below should be
affirmed.

3. The Regulation of Boxing is a Governmental Function that
Does Not Implicate the Open Courts Clause
The trial court correctly held that the state's licensing and regulation of
boxing is a governmental function that does not implicate the open courts
clause. The Utah Governmental Immunity Act defines "governmental
function" as "any act, failure to act, operation, function or undertaking of a
governmental entity

" Utah Code Ann. § 63-30-2(4)(a) (West 2004). To

the extent that this legislative definition of governmental function would
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abrogate a cause of action that existed before its enactment, a question would
arise as to the constitutionality of the resulting immunity under the open
courts clause of the Utah Constitution. See Tindlev v. Salt Lake City Sch.
Dist.2005

UT 30, ff 17-26, 116 P.3d 295, 300-302 (affirming summary

judgment to school district, rejecting contention that transportation of school
children to an extracurricular activity was not a governmental function when
the immunity act was originally enacted and therefore caps included in
immunity act violated the open courts clause).6 But the licensing and
regulation of boxing is a governmental function under this Court's preenactment definition of the term in Standiford v. Salt Lake City Corp. , 605
P.2d 1230, 1232 (Utah 1980). Therefore, the state's immunity from Moss's
wrongful death claim raises no question under the open courts clause.
This Court has held that the Standiford definition of governmental
function"'reflects the proper constitutional boundary' between those
governmental activities that implicate the open courts clause and those that

6

In her opening brief, Moss incorrectly asserts that the abrogation of a
remedy alone establishes a violation. But "the mere fact that legislation
abrogates an existing legal remedy does not render it impermissible under
the open courts clause. Such legislation is acceptable . . . so long as it either
'provides an injured person an effective and reasonable alternative remedy' or
seeks to eliminate 'a clear social or economic evil.'" Tindley v. Salt Lake City
Sch. Dist, 2005 UT 30, % 18, 116 R3d at 300 (quoting Berry v. Beech Aircraft
Corp.. Ill P.2d 670, 680 (Utah 1985). See also Judd v. Drezsa. 2004 UT 91,
%% 10-18, 103 P.3d 135, 139-141 (upholding statutory damages caps for
medical malpractice actions on ground that they were reasonable,
nonarbitrary means of addressing clear social or economic evil).
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do not." Tindlev v. Salt Lake City Sch. Dist. 2005 UT 30, % 22, 116 P.3d at
301 (quoting Lyon v. Burton. 2000 UT 19, f 35, 5 P.3d 616, 626). Under the
Standiford test, this Court evaluates "whether the activity giving rise to the
cause of action is of such a unique nature that it can only be performed by a
governmental agency or t h a t . . . is essential to the core of governmental
immunity." Tindlev. 2005 UT 30, f 22, 116 P.3d at 301. The state's licensing
and regulation of boxing is such an activity.
The purpose of the Pete Suazo Utah Athletic Commission Act is to protect
the public health, safety, and welfare from the many ills associated with a
violent combat sport whose object is to inflict physical injury on an opponent.
Not only is boxing a particularly violent sport, but it has historically been
connected to criminal and socially undesirable activity including, but not
limited to illegal gambling, organized crime, fraud, bribery, moneylaundering, extortion, collusion, and exploitation of both the spectators and
contestants. The need for governmental oversight of boxing to the extent it is
not completely outlawed by exercise of the police power, has long been
recognized.
In Fitzsimmons t?. New York State Athletic Comm'n, 15 Misc.2d 831, 146
N.Y.S. 117, 120 (N.Y. Spec. Term 1914), for example, the court denied a
would-be boxer's motion for an order restraining the state athletic
commission from prohibiting him from engaging in a boxing contest. The
court stated:
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Confronted with the question as to whether it should prohibit
prize fighting or sparring altogether, or leave such contests
unaffected by legislation, the lawmaking body of this state has
adopted a middle course, and has legalized boxing when
conducted under state control. Two main purposes have
prompted such legislation: First the desire to prevent as far as
possible certain brutal and degrading features which have in the
past sometimes attended such contests, and, second, to promote
and protect such contests when conducted within the legitimate
limits of a sport.
Id. at 120; see also Muhammad Ali v. New York. 308 F. Supp. 11, 16 (S.D.
N.Y. 1969) (denying preliminary injunction to require issuance of contestant's
license to world heavyweight champion despite felony conviction for draft
evasion, stating, "The peculiar mix of mystique and big business is nowhere
more complex and bemusing that in the 'boxing game.' Even judges have
some awareness of the brutal, corrupt and dirty chapters in the history of this
subject. On the other hand, the blood, sweat and smoke of the fight arena
have been the ingredients for producing folk heroes, enshrined as models for
the young as well as shrewd investments for others. All such diverse things
are reflected in the broad mandate of the Athletic Commission—which is
required to watch out for 'fixes,' for sharp managerial practices and for other
corrupt devices while it strives to follow the loftier and still cherished ideals
of a simpler age reflected in the notion of a 'clean sport.'" (Citations
omitted.)); Rosensweu* v. State. 158 N.E. 2d 229, 231 (N.Y. 1959) (affirming
dismissal of action against state for the wrongful death of boxer who had
received technical knockouts in two contests preceding fight that resulted in
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his death, holding that state's appointment of panel of doctors to examine
contestants was "only the customary exercise of the police power in the
regulation of a permitted subject."); Ward v. Drennon* 40 S.E. 2d 549, 551
(Ga. 1946) (dismissing petition for mandamus to require city athletic
committee to issue permit to promote wrestling matches, stating,
"Professional wrestling . . . falls within the same category as 'prize fighting/
as to which, while not a distinct offense at common law, the participants were
nevertheless indictable and punishable for assault or affray. In many
jurisdictions such wrestling has been prohibited by statute. It must be
recognized by its very nature, it is brutal in character, dangerous to human
life and affects the public peace, order and morality. . . .").
Indeed, because of the difficulty of supervising boxing on a state-by-state
basis, the federal government has steadily increased its oversight role in
recent years by exercising its power under the Commerce Clause to enact the
Professional Boxing Safety Act of 1996 and the Muhammad Ali Boxing
Reform Act of 1998, 15 U.S.C. §§ 6301 to 6313 (Westlaw 2006).7
7

The Muhammad Ali Boxing Reform Act was enacted at the urging of
the National Association of Attorneys General Boxing Task Force, which
consisted of the attorneys general of eighteen major "boxing states," and was
chaired by then New York State AG Eliot Spitzer. The Task Force was
formed "with the encouragement and support" of several state athletic
commissions. See Report of NAAG Boxing Task Force, May, 2000, available
at http: 11 www. oag. state, ny. us /press I reports I boxing_task_force I report, html
(last accessed on October 4, 2006).
Since 2002, further federal legislation has also been proposed by
Arizona Senator John McCain and others. See, e.g., 109 Bill Tracking, S. 148
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Although the available legislative history of the athletic commission in
Utah is scant, it reflects the same concerns for public protection from
commonly recognized criminal and social concerns. In introducing the
predecessor Utah Professional Boxing Regulation Act to the Utah Senate in
1995, Senator and former boxer "Blaze" Wharton, stated,
I think if your attitude toward boxing and the sport is that it's
bad and that we really shouldn't have anything to do with it,
and that it's awful and the climate and the people involved are
bad, you're going to like this bill because it puts regulations on it
and say that, you know, they'll be tested for HIV and for illegal
drug usage, that they will have to have bonding requirements
and that they will, in a sense, protect the public from this.
If you have a love of the sport and you believe that boxing is a
tool for young people to grow up and to use and to learn about
competition and to help a lot of kids, probably this is the only
sport they can get involved in, and you want to see it done at a
professional level and sporting events be done well and
professionally run, and again, the public protected as well as the
participants, then you'll like this bill too, because it does the
same thing. It sets it up, we have sorely needed a boxing
regulation act, a boxing commission that will oversee this and
protect the people so that, well, two things; one, we will have
good matches- there won't be any lopsided matches where people
who shouldn't be in the matches will be in it and it's ridiculous
and could harm people and could seriously hurt them. It will
protect the consumers so that they know when they go to a
boxing match, that it's going to be professional, that the fighters
involved are going to be well trained, in shape, they've been
examined by a professional and a doctor, that the trainers and
seconds and everyone involved is of moral character, that there's
no drugs involved.

(providing legislative chronology of The Professional Boxing Amendments Act
of 2005 (109th Congress). The goal of the federal legislation is to not to
supplant state regulation, but to increase uniformity among the states and
raise the general level of state standards.
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Tape 19, Utah Senate, 1995 General Session, Day 24.
Thus, the Athletic Commission is not, as Moss would characterize it, a
sports association comparable to those that organize other professional sports
such as baseball, football, basketball, or hockey. Nor is the state's oversight of
the boxing industry and boxing contests comparable to a citys operation of a
golf course or a sledding hill. Given its fundamental purpose of protecting
boxers and the public from undesirable criminal and social ills, the state's
regulation of boxing is "of such a unique nature that it can only be performed
by a government agency" and "is essential to the core of governmental
immunity/' Thus, the state's oversight of the boxing industry and boxing
contests meets the Standiford definition of governmental function and the
statutory retention of immunity for boxing regulation raises no constitutional
issue under the open courts clause. This Court should therefore affirm the
trial court's decision dismissing Moss's negligence claims against the state
under the immunity act.

CONCLUSION
Construed according to long-standing principles of statutory construction,
the licensing exception to the statutory waiver of governmental immunity
applies to Moss's negligence claims against the state. On its face, the
licensing immunity applies to "any" licensing by a governmental agency
without exception or exclusion. In addition, because Rone's death "ar[o]se
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from" the Athletic Commission's issuance of "any license . . . or similar
authorization," the licensing immunity applies to Moss's claim regardless of
the particular negligence she alleges caused his death.
Finally, unlike a city's operation of a sledding hill or a voluntary athletic
association, the state's regulation of boxing is an "activity of such a unique
nature that it can only be performed by a governmental agency" or "is
essential to the core of governmental immunity." Therefore, the state's
regulation of boxing satisfies the Standiford definition of a governmental
function and such regulation raises no constitutional issue under the open
courts clause.

RESPECTFULLY submitted this 10th day of October, 2006.

Debra J. MooYe
Assistant Attorney General
Attorney for Appellees
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that two true and correct copies of the foregoing Brief of Appellees
were delivered by U.S. mail, first-class postage prepaid, this 10th day of
October, 2006, to the following:

ROBERT B. SYKES
RYAN B. EVERSHED
ROBERT B. SYKES & ASSOCIATES P.C.
311 South State Street, # 240
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
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FILED DISTRICT COURT
Third Judicial District

F E B - 9 2006
SALT
Bif-

^Deputy tyerk

BARRY LAWRENCE (5304)
Assistant Utah Attorney General
MARK L. SHURTLEFF (4666)
Utah Attorney General
Attorneys for Defendants
160 East 300 South, Sixth Floor
P.O. Box 140856
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-0856
Telephone: (801) 366-0100

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

CELESTE MOSS, an Heir of BRADLEY
A. RONE,
Plaintiff,

ORDER GRANTING THE STATE'S
MOTIONS TO DISMISS AND
DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE
Case No. 050911890

vs.
PETE SUAZO UTAH ATHLETIC
COMMISSION, UTAH DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE, STATE OF UTAH,
RICHARD WEINSOFT, Utah Athletic
Commission Director, TOP RANK INC., a
Nevada Corporation, SEAN GIBBONS,
PETE SUSENS, CORNELIUS BOZAEDWARDS, FKF PRODUCTIONS,
EDDIE "FLASH" NEWMAN, and JOHN
AND JANE DOES 1-10,

Judge Sandra Peuler

Defendants.

Procedural Background: Plaintiffs Complaint ("Complaint") asserts various claims
against the Pete Suazo Athletic Commission, its Commissioner Richard Weinsoft, the Utah

Department of Commerce, and the State of Utah, among others, arising out of the death of
plaintiffs decedent, Bradley Rone, which occurred between rounds of a boxing match on July
18,2003. Plaintiff asserts that the defendants should not have permitted the boxing match to
take place.
On August 22,2005, Richard Weinsoft filed Richard Weinsoft's Motion to Dismiss,
along with a supporting memorandum, in which the he asserted that he was immune in this
matter: i) because he was a State employee thereby entitled to immunity under Utah Code Ann. §
63-30-4(4); and ii) because a notice of claim was never filed to preserve a claim against him
under Utah Code Ann. § 63-30-11. On the same date, the Pete Suazo Athletic Commission, the
Utah Department of Commerce, and the State of Utah (the "State Defendants") filed The State
Defendants' Motion to Dismiss, along with a supporting memorandum, in which they asserted
that all of plaintiffs claims against them were barred by Utah Code Ann. §§ 63-30-10(3),
because plaintiffs' injuries all arose out of the issuance of a "permit, license, certificate,
approval, order or similar authorization."
On October 6,2005, plaintiff filed memoranda in opposition to the two Motions to
Dismiss. On October 18,2005, the Defendants filed reply memoranda in support of the two
Motions to Dismiss. On December 22,2005, at 9:30 a.m., a hearing took place on both Motions
to Dismiss. Barry G. Lawrence, Assistant Attorney General, appeared on behalf of Richard
Weinsoft and the State Defendants; Robert Sykes appeared on behalf of the plaintiff. Both sides
were given an opportunity to argue their respective positions on the two Motions to Dismiss. At
2

the conclusion of oral argument, the Court took the matter under advisement.
Ruling on the Motion for Summary Judgment On January 20,2006, the Court,
having considered the pleadings (including the parties' memoranda and attachments) and the
argument of counsel, entered a Minute Entry and granted both Motions to Dismiss. A copy of
that Minute Entry is attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference.

ACCORDINGLY, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT:
1. As a matter of law, all of plaintiffs claims against Richard Weinsoft are barred
because plaintiff's notice of claim was insufficient to preserve a claim against him under Utah
Code Ann. § 63-30-11. Thus, Richard Weinsoft's Motion to Dismiss, is hereby granted.
2. As a matter of law, all of plaintiffs claims against the State Defendants are barred
because those parties are immune under Utah Code Ann. § 63-30-10(3), because plaintiffs'
injuries all arose out of the issuance of a "permit, license, certificate, approval, order or similar
authorization." Thus, The State Defendants' Motion to Dismiss, is hereby granted.
3.

Accordingly, all of plaintiffs claims against Richard Weinsoft, the Pete Suazo

Athletic Commission, the Utah Department of Commerce, and the State of Utah are hereby
dismissed, on their merits and with prejudice.

3

DATED this ^

day of February, 2006
BY THE COURT:

1

/*s~^JbLa^AsJ\

)GESANDRAPEULER
District Court Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the ~d>D day of January, 2006, pursuant to Rule 7(f), Utah R. Civ.
P., I caused to be served by fax transmission, a true and correct copy of foregoing (Proposed)
ORDER GRANTING THE DISTRICT'S MOTION TO DISMISS AND DISMISSING
THE DISTRICT WITH PREJUDICE to the following:
Robert Sykes (By Fax)
ROBERT SYKES & ASSOCIATES
311 South State Street, #240
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Paul Belnap (By Fax)
Strong & Hanni
3 Triad Center #500
Salt Lake City, Utah 84180
Jim Lewis (By Fax)
10 West 100 South, #615
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
Pete Susens (By Mail)
c/o Top Rank, Inc.
3980 Howard Hughes Blvd., #580
Las Vegas, NV 89109
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In The Third Judicial District Court Of Salt Lake County
State of Utah
MINUTE ENTRY

CELESTE MOSS,
Plaintiff,

Case No 050911890
Judge Sandra N. Peuler
Date: Jan 20, 2006

vs.
PETE SUAZO UTAH ATHLETIC
COMMISSION, et.al.,

|

Defendants.
Before the Court is a Notice to Submit on Motions to Dismiss by Defendant Richard
Weinsoft and the State Defendants. The Court having heard argument of counsel, and having
further considered the pleadings filed in this matter, now enters the following rulings.
RICHARD WEINSOFT'S MOTION TO DISMISS. Defendants' Motion to Dismiss as
to Richard Weinsoft is granted. Plaintiff failed to file a Notice of Claim against Mr Weinsoft,
as required under the Utah Governmental Immunity Act. Although, as Plaintiff argues, a copy
was mailed to Mr Weinsoft, the Notice was sent to him as director of the Athletic Commission,
in his representative capacity, and the Notice set forth claims against the Commission. The
Notice did not specifically name Weinsoft or identify any claim against him personally. Based
upon that, the Notice of Claim was insufficient to preserve a claim against Weinsoft,
individually, and Defendant's Motion to Dismiss is granted
THE STATE DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO DISMISS. The State Defendants are

-2identified as Pete Suazo Utah Athletic Commission, Utah Department of Commerce, and the
State of Utah. Their joint motion to dismiss is granted. All of the named State defendants are
entities responsible for regulating the sport of boxing in Utah. Although plaintiff argues that
governmental immunity does not apply in this case, because the State was not engaged in a
governmental function, the regulation of an industry-here, the sport of boxing-is something
only the State can do. This regulation activity is a governmental function, and therefore the
Governmental Immunity Act applies.
Plaintiff also argues that U.C.A. 63-30-10(3), (the provision which was in effect prior
to July 1, 2004), which provides immunity for claims against the State arising out of licensing
issues, should not apply to a boxing license or permit. However, the clear language of the
statute provides no exception for professional sports. Rather, the statute provides immunity for
claims arising out of any license approval or denial. Based upon that, the Court concludes that
the Plaintiffs argument is not supported by the plain meaning of the Act.
Additionally, although Plaintiff argues that her claims arise out of negligence, separate
and apart from the license issue, a review of Plaintiff s complaint reveals that all of her claims
for injuries arise out of the State's decision to permit the decedent, Bradley Rone, to box. But
for that decision, the injuries would not have been incurred. Therefore, the Plaintiffs causes
of action all stem from the licensing decision. Accordingly, the Plaintiff's claims against the
State Defendants are barred by U.C.A. 63-30-10.
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Counsel for Defendants Weinsoft and the State entities is requested to prepare an order
consistent with this ruling.
DATED this Z p day of ^ X ^ U U ^
i^V-NS^

2006

<P«-A}L/J

SANDRA N. PEULEK : V '..'.•'f^.- ,
DISTRICT COURT JUDGE
' v'/ J

CERTIFICATE OF NOTIFICATION
I certify that a copy of the attached document was sent to the
following people for case 050911890 by the method and on the date
specified.
METHOD
Mail

Mail

Mail

Mail

Dated this fyL^ day of

yJ£U-^

NAME
PAUL M BELNAP
ATTORNEY DEF
3 TRIAD CENTER STE 500
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84180
BARRY G LAWRENCE
ATTORNEY DEF
160 E 300 S 6TH FLR
POB 140856
SALT LAKE CITY UT
84114-0856
JAMES C LEWIS
ATTORNEY DEF
10 W 100 S STE 615
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84101
ROBERT B SYKES
ATTORNEY PLA
311 S STATE ST STE 240
SALT LAKE CITY UT
84111-2320
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ADDENDUM "B

63-30-10. Waiver of immunity for injury caused by
negligent act or omission of employee — Exceptions.
Immunity from suit of all governmental entities is waived
for injury proximately caused by a negligent act or omission of
an employee committed within the scope of employment
except if the injury arises out of, in connection with, or results
from:
(1) the exercise or performance or the failure to exercise or perform a discretionary function, whether or not
the discretion is abused;
(2) assault, battery, false imprisonment, false arrest,
malicious prosecution, intentional trespass, abuse of process, libel, slander, deceit, interference with contract
rights, infliction of mental anguish, or violation of civil
rights;
(3) the issuance, denial, suspension, or revocation of or
by the failure or refusal to issue, deny, suspend, or revoke
any permit, license, certificate, approval, order, or similar
authorization;
(4) a failure to make an inspection or by making an
inadequate or negligent inspection;
(5) the institution or prosecution of any judicial
administrative proceeding, even if malicious or with \
probable cause;
(6) a misrepresentation by an employee whether or n
it is negligent or intentional;
(7) riots, unlawful assemblies, public demonstrations
mob violence, and civil disturbances;
'
(8) the collection of and assessment of taxes;
(9) the activities of the Utah National Guard;
(10) the incarceration of any person in any state prison
county or city jail, or other place of legal confinement(11) any natural condition on publicly owned or controlled lands, any condition existing in connection with an
abandoned mine or mining operation, or any activity
authorized by the School and Institutional Trust Lands
Administration or the Division of Forestry, Fire and State
Lands;
(12) research or implementation of cloud management
or seeding for the clearing of fog;
(13) the management of flood waters, earthquakes or
natural disasters;
(14) the construction, repair, or operation of flood or
storm systems;
(15) the operation of an emergency vehicle, while being
driven in accordance with the requirements of Section
41-6-14;
(16) a latent dangerous or latent defective condition of
any highway, road, street, alley, crosswalk, sidewalk,
culvert, tunnel, bridge, viaduct, or other structure located
on them;
(17) a latent dangerous or latent defective condition of
any public building, structure, dam, reservoir, or other
public improvement;
(18) the activities of:
(a) providing emergency medical assistance;
(b) fighting fire;
(c) regulating, mitigating, or handling hazardous
materials or hazardous wastes;
(d) emergency evacuations;
(e) transporting or removing injured persons to a
place where emergency medical assistance can be
rendered or where the person can be transported by a
licensed ambulance service; or
(f) intervening during dam emergencies; or
(19) the exercise or performance or the failure to exercise or perform any function pursuant to Title 73, Chapter
5a, Dam Safety, or Title 73, Chapter 10, Board of Water
Resources — Division of Water Resources, which immunity is in addition to all other immunities granted bv law.
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PARTI
GENERAL PROVISIONS

13-33-10L Title.
This chapter is known as the "Pete Suazo Utah Athletic
Commission Act."
2001 (2nd S.S.)
13-33-102. Definitions.
As used in this chapter:
(1) "Bodily injury" means as denned in Section 76-1601.
(2) "Commission" means the Pete Suazo Utah Athletic
Commission created in this chapter.
(3) "Contest" means a live match, performance, or exhibition involving persons engaged in unarmed combat.
(4) "Contestant" means an individual who participates
in a contest for a cash purse in any amount or for a
noncash purse with more than nominal value as denned
by rule.
(5) "Department" means the Department of Commerce.
(6) "Director" means the director of the Pete Suazo
Utah Athletic Commission.
(7) "Executive director" means the executive director of
the Department of Commerce.
(8) "Exhibition" means an engagement in which the
participants show or display their skills without necessarily striving to win.
(9) "Judge" means an individual qualified by training
or experience to:
(a) rate the performance of contestants;
(b) score a contest; and
(c) determine with other judges whether there is a
winner of the contest or whether the contestants
performed equally resulting in a draw.
(10) "Manager" means an individual who represents a
contestant for the purposes of obtaining matches, negotiating terms and conditions of the contract under which
the contestant will engage in a contest, or arranging for a
second for the contestant at a contest.
(11) "Promoter" means a person who engages in producing or staging contests and promotions.
(12) "Promotion" means a single contest or a combination of contests that occur during the same time at the
same location and t h a t is produced or staged by a promoter.
(13) (a) "Purse" means any money, prize, remuneration, or any other valuable consideration a contestant
receives or may receive for participation in a contest.
(b) T u r s e " does not mean a trophy, medal, or
similar object of nominal value as denned by rule t h a t
is received for participation in a contest.
(14) "Referee" means an individual qualified by training or experience to act as the official attending a contest
at the point of contact between contestants for the purpose of:
(a) enforcing the rules relating to the contest;
(b) stopping the contest in the event the health,
safety, and welfare of a contestant or any other
person in attendance at the contest is in jeopardy;
and
(c) to act as a judge if so designated by the commission.
(15) "Second" means an individual who attends a contestant at the site of the contest before, during, and after
the contest in accordance with contest rules.
(16) "Serious bodily injury" is as denned in Section
76-1-601.
(17) "Total gross receipts" means the amount of the face
value of all tickets sold to a particular contest DIUS anv
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sums received as consideration for holding the contest a t
a particular location.
(IB) "Ultimate fighting match" means a live match in
which:
(a) an admission fee is charged;
(b) match rules permit contestants to use a combination of boxing, kicking, wrestling, hitting, punching, or other combative, contact techniques; and
(c) match rules do not:
(i) incorporate a formalized system of combative techniques against which a contestant's performance is judged to determine the prevailing
contestant;
(ii) divide a match into two or more equal and
specified time periods for a match total of no
more than 50 minutes; or
(iii) prohibit contestants from:
(A) using anything t h a t is not p a r t of the
human body, except for boxing gloves, to
intentionally inflict serious bodily injury
upon an opponent through direct contact or
the expulsion of a projectile;
(B) striking a person who demonstrates
an inability to protect himself from the advances of an opponent;
(C) biting; or
(D) direct, intentional, and
forceful
strikes to the eyes, groin area, adam's apple
area of the neck, and temple area of the
head.
(19) (a) "Unarmeicombat" means boxing or any form
of competition in which a blow is usually struck
which may reasonably be expected to inflict bodily
injury.
(b) "Unarmed combat" does not include a competition or exhibition between participants in which the
participants engage in simulated combat for entertainment purposes.
(20) "Unlawful conduct" means organizing, promoting,
or participating in a contest which involves:
(a) contestants that are not licensed under this
chapter; or
(b) persons other than contestants, unless the contest is conducted in accordance with the standards
and regulations of USA Boxing, Inc.
(21) "Unprofessional conduct" means:
(a) entering into a contract for a contest in bad
faith;
(b) participating in any sham or fake contest;
(c) participating in a contest pursuant to a collusive understanding or agreement in which the contestant competes in or terminates the c o n t e s t in a
manner t h a t is not based upon honest competition or
the honest exhibition of the skill of the contestant;
(d) engaging in an act or conduct t h a t is detrimental to a contest, including any foul or unsportsmanlike conduct in connection with a contest;
(e) failing to comply with any limitation, restriction, or condition placed on a license; or (f) as further defined by rule by the commission.
2001 (2nd S.S.)

PART 2
COMMISSION
13-33-201.

Commission — Creation^.—Appointments —
T e r m s — E x p e n s e s — Quorum.
(1) There is created within the Department of Commerce
the Pete Suazo Utah Athletic Commission consisting of five
members
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(2) (a) The commission members shall be appointed by the
executive director.
(b) The commission members may not be licensees
under this chapter.
(c) The names of all persons appointed to the commission shall be submitted to the governor for confirmation or
rejection.
(3) (a) Except as required by Subsection (3Xb), as terms of
current members expire, the executive director shall
appoint each new member or reappointed member to a
four-year term.
(b) Notwithstanding the requirements of Subsection
(3)(a), the executive director shall, at the time of appointment or reappointment, adjust the length of terms to
ensure that the terms of members are staggered so that
approximately half of the commission is appointed every
two years.
(c) A member may not serve more than two consecutive
terms, and a member who ceases to serve on the commission may not serve again on the commission until after
the expiration of a two-year period beginning from that
cessation of service.
(d) (i) When a vacancy occurs in the membership for
any reason, the replacement shall be appointed for
the unexpired term.
(ii) After filling that term, the replacement member may be appointed for only one additional full
term.
(e) If a commission member fails or refuses to fulfill the
responsibilities and duties of a commission member, including the attendance at commission meetings, the executive director, with the approval of the commission, may
remove the commission member and replace the member
in accordance with this section.
(4) A majority of the commission members constitutes a
quorum. A quorum is sufficient authority for the commission
to act.
(5) (a) (i) Members who are not government employees
shall receive no compensation or benefits for their
services, but may receive per diem and expenses
incurred in the performance of the member's official
duties at the rates established by the Division of
Finance under Sections 63A-3-106 and 63A-3-107.
(ii) Members may decline to receive per diem and
expenses for their service,
(b) (i) State government officer and employee members
who do not receive salary, per diem, or expenses from
their agency for their service may receive per diem
and expenses incurred in the performance of their
official duties at the rates established by the Division
of Finance under Sections 63A-3-106 and 63A-3-107.
(ii) State government officer and employee members may decline to receive per diem and expenses for
their service.
(6) The commission shall annually designate one of its
members to serve as chair for a one-year period.
2001 (2nd S.S.)

13-33-202. C o m m i s s i o n d u t i e s .
The commission shall*
(1) purchase and use a seal;
(2) adopt rules for the administration of this chapter in
accordance with Title 63, Chapter 46a, Administrative
Rulemaking Act;
(3) prepare all forms of contracts between sponsors,
licensees, promoters, and contestants; and
(4) hold hearings relating to matters under its jurisdiction, including violations of this chapter or rules promulgated under this chapter.
2001
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13-33-203. Director of commission.
(1) The commission shall employ a director to conduct the
business of the commission, who must not be a member of the
commission.
(2) The director serves at the pleasure of the commission.
2001

13-33-204. Inspectors.
(1) The commission may appoint one or more official representatives to be designated as inspectors which shall serve a t
the pleasure of the commission.
(2) Each inspector must receive from the commission a card
authorizing that inspector to act as an inspector for the
commission.
(3) An inspector may not promote or sponsor any contest.
(4) Each inspector is entitled to receive a fee approved by
the commission for the performance of duties under this
chapter.
2001
13-33-205. Affiliation w i t h other commissions.
The commission shall have the authority to affiliate with
any other state or national boxing commission or athletic
authority.
2001
PART 3
LICENSING
13-33-301. L i c e n s i n g .
(1) A license is required for a person to act as or to represent
that the person is a:
(a) promoter;
(b) manager;
(c) contestant;
(d) second;
(e) referee; or
(f) judge.
(2) The commission shall issue to a person who qualifies
under this chapter a license in the classifications of:
(a) promoter;
(b) manager;
(c) contestant;
(d) second;
(e) referee; or
(f) judge.
(3) All moneys collected pursuant to this section and Sections 13-33-304, 13-33-403, and 13-33-504 shall be deposited
in the Commerce Service Fund.
(4) Each applicant for licensure as a promoter shall:
(a) submit an application in a form prescribed by the
commission;
(b) pay the fee determined by the department under
Section 63-38-3.2;
(c) provide to the commission evidence of financial
responsibility which shall include financial statements
and other information that the commission may reasonably require to determine that the applicant or licensee is
able to competently perform as and meet the obligations
of a promoter in this state;
(d) produce information, documentation, and assurances as may be required to establish by a preponderance
of the evidence the applicant's reputation for good character, honesty, integrity, and responsibility, which shall
include information, documentation, and assurances that
the applicant:
(i) has not and at the time of_ application is not
associating or consorting with aTperson engaging in
illegal activity to the extent that the association or
consorting represents a threat to the conduct of
contests in the publics interest within the stnt/> or A
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threat to the health, safety, and welfare of the applicant or a licensed contestant;
(ii) has not been convicted of a crime in any jurisdiction which the commission determines by the
nature of the crime and circumstances surrounding
the crime should disqualify the applicant from licensure in the public interest;
(iii) is not associating or consorting with a person
who has been convicted of a felony in any jurisdiction
to the extent that the association or consorting represents a threat to the conduct of contests in the
public's interest within the state, or a threat to the
health, safety, and welfare of the applicant or a
licensed contestant;
(iv) is not associating or consorting with a person
engaging in illegal gambling or similar pursuits to
the extent that the association or consorting represents a threat to the conduct of contests in the public's
interest within the state, or a threat to the health,
safety, and welfare of the applicant or a licensed
contestant;
(v) is not engaging in illegal gambling with respect
to sporting events or gambling with respect to the
promotions the applicant is promoting;
(vi) has not been found in an administrative, criminal, or civil proceeding to have engaged in or attempted to engage in any fraud or misrepresentation
in connection with a contest or any other sporting
event;
(vii) has not been found in an administrative,
criminal, or civil proceeding to have violated or attempted to violate any law with respect to a contest in
any jurisdiction or any law, rule, or order relating to
the regulation of contests in this state or any other
jurisdiction;
(e) acknowledge in writing to the commission receipt,
understanding, and intent to comply with this chapter
and the rules made under this chapter; and
(f) if requested by the commission or the director, meet
with the commission or the director to examine the
applicant's qualifications for licensure.
(5) Each applicant for licensure as a contestant shall:
(a) be not less than 18 years of age at the time the
application is submitted to the commission;
(b) submit an application in a form prescribed by the
commission;
(c) pay the fee established by the department under
Section 63-38-3.2;
(d) provide a certificate of physical examination, dated
not more than 60 days prior to the date of application for
license, in a form provided by the commission, completed
by a licensed physician and surgeon certifying that the
applicant is free from any physical or mental condition
that indicates the applicant should not engage in activity
as a contestant;
(e) provide the commission with an accurate history of
all matches that the applicant has engaged in since
becoming a contestant, including information on whether
the applicant won or lost each contest, and the matches in
which there was a knockout or technical knockout;
(f) produce information, documentation, and assurances as may be required to establish by a preponderance
of the evidence the applicant's reputation for good character, honesty, integrity, and responsibility, which shall
include information, documentation, and assurances that
the applicant:
(i) has not and at the time of application is not
associating or consorting with a person engaging in
illegal activity to the extent that the association or
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consorting represents a threat to the conduct of
contests in the public's interest within the state, or a
threat to the health, safety, and welfare of the applicant or a licensed contestant;
(ii) has not been convicted of a crime in any jurisdiction which the commission determines by the
nature of the crime and circumstances surrounding
that crime should disqualify the applicant from licensure in the public interest;
(iii) is not associating or consorting with any person who has been convicted of a felony in any jurisdiction to the degree that the commission finds that
the association or consorting represents a threat to
the conduct of contests in the public's interest within
the state, or a threat to the health, safety, and welfare
of the applicant or a licensed contestant;
(iv) is not associating or consorting with a person
engaging in illegal gambling or similar pursuits or a
person gambling with respect to the promotion for
which the applicant is receiving a license to the
extent that the association or consorting represents a
threat to the conduct of contests in the pubhVs
interest within the state, or a threat to the health,
safety, and welfare of the applicant or a licensed
contestant;
(v) is not engaging in illegal gambling with respect
to sporting events or gambling with respect to a
contest in which the applicant will participate;
(vi) has not been found in an administrative, criminal, or civil proceeding to have engaged in or attempted to have engaged in any fraud or misrepresentation in connection with a contest or any other
sporting event;
(vii) has not been found in an administrative,
criminal, or civil proceeding to have violated or attempted to violate any law with respect to contests in
any jurisdiction or any law, rule, or order relating to
the regulation of contests in this state or any other
jurisdiction;
(g) acknowledge in writing to the commission receipt,
understanding, and intent to comply with this chapter
and the rules made under this chapter; and
(h) if requested by the commission or the director, meet
with the commission or the director to examine the
applicant's qualifications for licensure.
(6) Each applicant for hcensure as a manager or second
shall:
(a) submit an application in a form prescribed by the
commission;
(b) pay a fee determined by the department under
Section 63-38-3.2;
(c) produce information, documentation, and insurances as may be required to establish by a preponderance
of the evidence the applicant's reputation for good character, honesty, integrity, and responsibility, which shall
include information, documentation, and assurances that
the applicant:
(i) has not and at the time of application, is not
associating or consorting with a person engaging in
illegal activity to the extent that the association or
consorting represents a threat to the conduct of
contests in the public's interest within the state, or a
threat to the health, safety, and welfare of the applicant or a licensed contestant;
(ii) has not been convicted of a crime in any jurisdiction which the commission determines by the
nature of the crime and circumstances surrounding
that crime should disqualify the applicant from hcensure in the public interest;
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(iii) is not associating or consorting with any person who has been convicted of a felony in any jurisdiction to the degree that the commission finds t h a t
the association or consorting represents a threat to
t h e conduct of contests in the public's interest within
the state, or a threat to the health, safety, and welfare
of the applicant or a licensed contestant;
(iv) is not associating or consorting with a person
engaging in illegal gambling or similar pursuits or a
person gambling with respect to the promotion for
which the applicant is receiving a license to the
extent t h a t the association or consorting represents a
threat to the conduct of contests in the public's
interest within the state, or a threat to the health,
safety, and welfare of the applicant or a licensed
contestant;
(v) is not engaging in illegal gambling with respect
to sporting events or gambling with respect to a
contest in which the applicant is participating;
(vi) has not been found in an ad^ninistrative, criminal, or civil proceeding to have engaged in or attempted to have engaged in any fraud or misrepresentation in connection with a contest or any other
sporting event;
(vii) has not been found in an administrative,
criminal, or civil proceeding to have violated or attempted to violate any law with respect to a contest in
any jurisdiction or any law, rule, or order relating to
the regulation of contests in this state or any other
jurisdiction;
(d) acknowledge in writing to the commission receipt,
understanding, and intent to comply with this chapter
and the rules made under this chapter; and
(e) if requested by the commission or director, meet
with the commission or the director to examine the
applicant's qualifications for licensure.
(7) Each applicant for licensure as a referee or judge shall:
(a) submit an application in a form prescribed by the
commission;
(b) pay a fee determined by the department under
Section 63-38-3.2;
(c) produce information, documentation, and assurances as may be required to establish by a preponderance
of the evidence the applicant's reputation for good character, honesty, integrity, and responsibility, which shall
include information, documentation, and assurances that
the applicant:
(i) has not and a t the time of application is not
associating or consorting with a person engaging in
illegal activity to the extent that the association or
consorting represents a threat to the conduct of
contests in the public's interest within the state; or a
threat to the health, safety, and welfare of the applicant or a licensed contestant;
(ii) has not been convicted of a crime in any jurisdiction which the commission determines by the
nature of the crime and circumstances surrounding
the crime should disqualify the applicant from licensure in the public interest;
(iii) is not associating or consorting with any person who has been convicted of a felony in any jurisdiction to the extent that the association or consorting represents a threat to the conduct of contests in
the public's interest within the state, or a threat to
the health, safety, and welfare of the applicant or a
licensed contestant;
(iv) is not associating or consorting with a person
engaging in illegal gambling or similar pursuits or a
person gambling with respect to the promotion for
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which the applicant is receiving a license to the
extent that the association or consorting represents a
threat to the conduct of contests in the public's
interest within the state, or a threat to the health,
safety, and welfare of the applicant or a licensed
contestant;
(v) is not engaging in illegal gambling with respect
to sporting events or gambling with respect to a
contest in which the applicant is participating;
(vi) has not been found in an administrative, criminal, or civil proceeding to have engaged in or attempted to have engaged in any fraud or misrepresentation in connection with a contest or any other
sporting event;
(vii) has not been found in an administrative,
criminal, or civil proceeding to have violated or attempted to violate any law with respect to contests in
any jurisdiction or any law, rule, or order relating to
the regulation of contests in this state or any other
jurisdiction;
(d) acknowledge in writing to the commission receipt,
understanding, and intent to comply with this chapter
and the rules made under this chapter;
(e) provide evidence satisfactory to the commission
that the applicant is qualified by training and experience
to competently act as a referee or judge in a contest; and
(f) if requested by the commission or the director, meet
with the commission or the director to examine the
applicant's qualifications for licensure.
2001
13-33-302. Term of l i c e n s e — Expiration — Renewal.
(1) (a) The commission shall issue each license under this
chapter in accordance with a two-year renewal cycle
established by rule.
(b) The commission may by rule extend or shorten a
renewal period by as much as one year to stagger the
renewal cycles it administers.
(2) At the time of renewal, the licensee shall show satisfactory evidence of compHance with renewal requirements established by rule by the commission.
(3) Each license automatically expires on the expiration
date shown on the license unless the licensee renews it in
accordance with the rules established by the commission.
2001

13-33-303.

Grounds for denial of license — Disciplinary proceedings — Reinstatement.
(1) The commission shall refuse to issue a license to an
applicant and shall refuse to renew or shall revoke, suspend,
restrict, place on probation, or otherwise act upon the license
of a Hcensee who does not meet the qualifications for Hcensure
under this chapter.
^ •*
(2) The commission may refuse to issue a Hcense to an
applicant and may refuse to renew or may revoke, suspend,
restrict, place on probation, issue a pubHc or private reprimand to, or otherwise act upon the license of any licensee in
any of the following cases:
(a) the appHcant or licensee has engaged in unlawful or
unprofessional conduct, as defined by statute or rule
under this chapter;
(b) the appHcant or Hcensee has been determined to be
mentally incompetent for any reason by a court of competent jurisdiction; or
(c) the appHcant or Hcensee is unable to practice the
occupation or profession with reasonable skill and safety
because of illness, drunkenness, excessive use of drugs,
narcotics, chemicals, or any other l y p e of material, or as a
result of any other mental or physical condition, when the
licensee's condition demonstrates a threat or potential
threat to the public health, safety, or welfare.
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(3) Any hcensee whose Hcense under this chapter has been
suspended, revoked, or restricted may apply for reinstatement
|&f?the license at reasonable intervals and upon compliance
Iwith any conditions imposed upon the hcensee by statute,
•Ejle or terms of the license suspension, revocation, or restriction{4) The commission may issue cease and desist orders:
(a) to a hcensee or applicant who may be disciplined
under Subsection (1) or (2); and
(b) to any person who otherwise violates this chapter or
any rules adopted under this title.
£5) (a) The commission may not take disciplinary action
against any person for unlawful or unprofessional conduct
under this title, unless the commission initiates an adjudicative proceeding regarding the conduct within four
years after the conduct is reported to the commission,
except under Subsection (5Xb).
(b) The commission may not take disciplinary action
against any person for unlawful or unprofessional conduct
more than ten years after the occurrence of the conduct,
unless the proceeding is in response to a civil or criminal
judgment or settlement and the proceeding is initiated
within one year following the judgment or settlement.
(6) Notwithstanding the provisions of Title 63, Chapter
r46b, Administrative Procedures Act, the commission shall
have the authority to immediately suspend the hcense of a
contestant at such time and for such period that the commission believes is necessary to protect the health, safety, and
welfare of the contestant, other contestants, or the public. The
commission shall establish by rule appropriate procedures to
invoke the suspension and to provide a suspended contestant
a right to a hearing before the commission with respect to the
suspension within a reasonable time after the suspension.

(5) For the purpose of creating a greater interest in contests
in the state, the commission may exempt from the payment of
hcense fees under this section one contest or exhibition in each
calendar year, intended as a showcase event. The commission
shall select the contest or exhibition to be exempted based on
factors which include:
(a) attraction of the optimum number of spectators;
(b) costs of promoting and producing the contest or
exhibition;
(c) ticket pricing;
(d) committed promotions and advertising of the contest or exhibition;
(e) rankings and quality of the contestants; and
(f) committed television and other media coverage of
the contest or exhibition.
2002
13-33-305. Transition of licenses.
(1) A license that was issued by the Division of Occupational and Professional Licensing under Title 58, Chapter 66,
Utah Professional Boxing Regulation Act, prior to July 1,
2001, shall:
(a) be considered a valid hcense under this chapter
until the expiration date indicated on the license;
(b) be subject to the provisions of this chapter, including provisions relating to disciplinary action against the
license; and
(c) not be renewed under Title 58, Occupations and
Professions.
(2) Upon the expiration of a hcense described in Subsection
(1), a person desiring to continue licensure in the profession
shall meet the same requirements as those required for new
licensure under Section 13-33-301.
2001
PART 4

2001

13-33-304. Additional fees for license of promoter —
Dedicated credits — Promotion of contests —
Annual exemption of showcase event.
(1) In addition to the payment of any other fees and money
<jue under this chapter, every promoter shall pay a hcense fee
of:
(a) 3% of the total gross receipts from admission fees to
each live contest or exhibition, exclusive of any other state
or federal tax or tax imposed by any political subdivision
of this state; and
(b) 3% of total gross receipts from the sale, lease, or
other exploitation of broadcasting, television, and motion
picture rights for each contest or exhibition.
(2) The hcense fees due under Subsection (1) shall be
alculated without any deductions for commissions, brokerage
ses, distribution fees, advertising, contestants' purses, or any
ther expenses or charges.
(3) One-half of license fees collected under Subsection (IXa)
*om professional boxing contests or exhibitions shall be
eposited in the General Fund as a dedicated credit to be used
Y the commission to award grants to organizations which
romote amateur boxing in the state.
(4) In accordance with Title 63, Chapter 46a, Utah Admintrative Rulemaking Act, the commission shall adopt rules:
(a) requiring that the number and face value of all
complimentary tickets be reported;
(b) governing the treatment of complimentary tickets
for the purposes of computing gross receipts from admission fees under Subsection (1);
(c) governing the manner in which applications for
grants under Subsection (3) may be submitted to the
commission; and
(d) establishing standards for awarding grants under
Subsection (3) to organizations which promote amateur
boxing in the state.

CONTROL OF CONTESTS
13-33-401. Jurisdiction of commission.
(1) The commission has and is vested with the sole direction, management, control, and jurisdiction over all contests
or exhibitions of unarmed combat to be conducted, held, or
given within this state, and no contest or exhibition may be
conducted, held, or given within this state except in accordance with the provisions of this chapter.
(2) Any contest involving a form of Oriental unarmed
self-defense must be conducted pursuant to rules for that form
which are approved by the commission before the contest is
conducted, held, or given.
2001
13-33-402. Ultimate fighting prohibited.
(1) Ultimate fighting matches are prohibited.
(2) Any person who publicizes, promotes, conducts, or engages in an ultimate fighting match is: <
(a) guilty of a class A misdemeanor as provided in~*
Section 76-9-705; and
(b) subject to license revocation under this chapter.
2001

13-33-403.

Permit to hold contest or promotion —
Bond required.
(1) An application to hold a contest or multiple contests as~
part of a single promotion shall be made by a hcensed
promoter to the commission on forms provided by the commission.
(2) The application shall be accompanied by a contest fee
determined by the department under Section 63-38-3.2.
(3) Before a permit to hold a contest or promotion is
granted, the applicant shall post a surety bond with the
commission in an amount and form determiaed by the commission, providing for forfeiture and subsequent disbursement of the proceeds from the bond if the applicant fails to
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comply with the requirements of this chapter or rules made
under this chapter relating to the promotion or conduct of the
contest or promotion.
(4) The commission may approve or deny approval to hold a
contest or promotion permitted under this chapter. Approval
shall be granted upon a determination by the commission
that:
(a) the promoter of the contest or promotion is properly
licensed;
(b) a bond meeting the requirements of Subsection (3)
has been posted by the promoter of the contest or promotion; and
(c) the contest or promotion will be held in accordance
with this chapter and rules made under this chapter.
2001

13-33-404. Rules for t h e conduct of contests.
(1) The commission shall adopt rules in accordance with the
provisions of Title 63, Chapter 46a, Utah Administrative
Rulemaking Act, for the conduct of contests in the state.
(2) The rules shall include authority for stopping contests,
impounding purses with respect to contests when there is a
question with respect to the contest, contestants, or any other
licensee associated with the contest, and reasonable and
necessary provisions to ensure that all obligations of a promoter with respect to any promotion or contest are paid in
accordance with agreements made by the promoter.
2001
13-33-405. HIV and drug t e s t s .
The commission shall adopt rules in accordance with the
provisions of Title 63, Chapter 46a, Utah Administrative
Rulemaking Act, for HIV and drug testing of contestants
which include:
(1) provisions under which contestants shall produce
evidence based upon competent laboratory examination
t h a t they are HIV negative as a condition of participating
as a contestant in any contest; and
(2) provisions under which contestants shall be subject
to random drug testing before or after participation in a
contest, and sanctions, including barring participation in
a contest or withholding a percentage of any purse, that
shall be placed against a contestant testing positive for
alcohol or any other drug that in the opinion of the
commission is inconsistent with the safe and competent
participation of that contestant in a contest.
2001
PART 5
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
13-33-501.

Repealed.

2001 (2nd s.s.)

13-33-502. R e p o r t s to c o m m i s s i o n .
(1) Every promoter shall, within ten days after the completion of any contest or exhibition for which an admission fee is
charged, furnish to the commission a verified written report
showing:
(a) the number of tickets sold or issued for the contest
or exhibition;
(b) the amount of the gross receipts from admission
fees without any deductions for commissions, brokerage
fees, distribution fees, advertising, contestants' purses, or
any other expenses or charges; and
(c) any other matters prescribed by rule.
(2) The promoter shall, at the same time as submitting the
report required by Subsection (1), pay to the commission the
fee required by Section 13-33-304.
2001 (2nd SJS.)
13-33-503. C o n t r a c t s .
Before a contest is held, a copy of the signed contract or
agreement between the promoter of the contest and each
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contestant shall be filed with the commission. Approval of the
contract's terms and conditions shall be obtained from the
commission as a condition precedent to the contest.
2001
13-33-504. Withholding of p u r s e .
(1) The commission, the director, or any other agent authorized by the commission may order a promoter to withhold any
part of a purse or other money belonging or payable to any
contestant, manager, or second if, in the judgment of the
commission, director or other agent:
(a) the contestant is not competing honestly or to the
best of his skill and ability or the contestant otherwise
violates any rules adopted by the commission or any of the
provisions of this chapter; or
(b) the manager or second violates any rules adopted
by the commission or any of the provisions of this chapter.
(2) This section does not apply to any contestant in a
wrestling exhibition who appears not to be competing honestly
or to the best of his skill and ability.
(3) Upon the withholding of any part of a purse or other
money pursuant to this section, the commission shall immediately schedule a hearing on the matter, provide adequate
notice to all interested parties, and dispose of the matter as
promptly as possible.
(4) If it is determined t h a t a contestant, manager, or second
is not entitled to any part of his share of the purse or other
money, the promoter shall pay the money over to the commission.
2001
13-33-505. Penalty for unlawful conduct.
A person w h o e n g a g e s i n unlawful conduct, a s defined in
Section 13-33-102, is guilty of a class A m i s d e m e a n o r .
2001
13-33-506. E x e m p t i o n s .
The provisions of this chapter do not apply to:
(1) any amateur contests or exhibitions of unarmed
combat or any combination thereof conducted by or participated in exclusively by any school, college, or university or by any association or organization of a school,
college, or university, when each participant in the contests or exhibitions is a bona fide student in the school,
college, or university; or
(2) exhibitions of Oriental unarmed self-defense in
which no dangerous blow is intended to be struck.
2001

ADDENDUM "D

Jkl51. Commerce, Administration.
R151-33. Pete Suazo Utah Athletic Commission Act Rule.
R151-33-101. Title.
This Rule
is known as the
"Pete Suazo Utah
Commission Act Rule."

Athletic

R151-33-102. Definitions.
In addition to the definitions in Title 13, Chapter 33, the
following definitions are adopted for the purpose of this Rule:
(1) "Boxing" means the sport of attack and defense using the
fist, covered by an approved boxing glove.
(2)
"Designated Commission member" means a member of the
Commission designated as supervisor for a contest and responsible
for the conduct of a contest, as assisted by other Commission
members, Commission personnel, and others, as necessary and
requested by the designated Commission member.
(3) "Drug" means a controlled substance, as defined in Title
58, Chapter 37, Utah Controlled Substances Act, or alcohol.
(4)
"Elimination Tournament" means a contest involving
unarmed combat in which contestants compete in a series of matches
until not more than one contestant remains in any weight category.
(5)
"Mandatory count of eight" means a required count of
eight that is given by the referee of a boxing contest to a
contestant who has been knocked down.
(6) "Nominal Value" means a retail value of less than $500.
(7) "Unprofessional conduct" is as defined in Subsection 1333-102(21), and is defined further to include the following:
(a) as a promoter, failing to promptly inform the Commission
of all matters relating to the contest;
(b) as a promoter, substituting a contestant in the 24 hours
immediately preceding the scheduled contest without approval of
the Commission;
(c) violating the rules for conduct of contests;
(d)
testing positive for drugs or alcohol in a random body
fluid screen before or after participation in any contest;
(e) testing positive for HIV;
(f) failing or refusing to comply with a valid order of the
Commission or a representative of the Commission; and
(g) for a promoter and a contestant, entering into a secret
contract that contradicts the terms of the contract(s) filed with
the Commission.
R151-33-201. Authority - Purpose.
The Commission adopts this Rule
Subsection 13-33-202(2), to enable the
Title 13, Chapter 33, of the Utah Code.

under the authority of
Commission to administer

R151-33-202. Scope and Organization.
Pursuant to Title 13, Chapter 33, general provisions codified
in Sections R151-33-101 through R151-33-512 apply to all contests
or exhibitions of "unarmed combat," as that term is defined in
Subsection 13-33-102(19).
The provisions of Sections R151-33-601
through R151-33-623 shall apply only to contests of boxing, as
defined in Subsection R151-33-102(1) . The provisions of Sections

R151-33-701 through R151-33-702 shall apply only to elimination
tournaments, as defined in R151-33-102(4).
The provisions of
Section R151-33-801 shall apply only to martial arts contest and
exhibitions. The provisions of Sections R151-33-901 through R15133-904 shall apply only to grants for amateur boxing.
R151-33-301.

Qualifications for Licensure.

(1)
In accordance with Section 13-33-301, a license is
required for a person to act as or to represent that the person is
a promoter, manager, contestant, second, referee, or judge.
(2) A licensed manager shall not hold a license as a referee
or judge.
(3) A promoter shall not hold a license as a referee, judge,
or contestant.
R151-33-302. Renewal Cycle - Procedure.
(1)
In accordance with the authority granted in Section 1333-302, the renewal date for licenses issued by the Commission
shall be December 31st of even-numbered years.
(2)
Expiration of licensure due to failure to renew in
accordance with this Section is not an adjudicative proceeding
under Title 63, Chapter 46b, Administrative Procedures Act.
(3) (a)
The Commission shall notify each licensee that the
licensee f s license
is due
for renewal and that unless
an
application for renewal is received by the Commission by the
expiration
date
shown
on
the
license,
together
with
the
appropriate renewal fee and documentation showing completion of or
compliance with renewal qualifications, the license will not be
renewed.
(b) The application procedures and requirements specified in
Section 13-33-301 apply to renewals.
(4) (a)
A renewed license shall be issued to applicants who
submit a complete application, unless it is apparent to the
Commission that the applicant no longer meets the qualifications
for continued licensure.
(b)
The Commission may evaluate or verify documentation
showing completion of or compliance with renewal requirements. If
necessary,
the
Commission
may
complete
its
evaluation
or
verification subsequent to renewal and, if appropriate, pursue
action to suspend or revoke the license of a licensee who no
longer meets the qualifications for continued licensure.
(5) Any license that is not renewed may be reinstated at any
time within two years after nonrenewal upon submission of an
application for reinstatement, payment of the renewal fee together
with the reinstatement fee determined by the Department under
Section 63-38-3.2, and upon submission of documentation showing
completion of or compliance with renewal qualifications.
(6)
If not reinstated within two years, the holder may
obtain a license only if he meets the requirements for a new
license.
R151-33-401. Designation of Adjudicative Proceedings.
(1)
Formal
Adjudicative
Proceedings.
The
following
proceedings
before
the Commission are designated
as
formal

adjudicative proceedings:
(a)
any
license
revocation,
suspension, or
immediate
suspension; and
(b) the withholding of a purse by the Commission pursuant to
Subsection 13-33-504(3).
(2) Informal Adjudicative Proceedings.
(a)
The following proceedings initiated by a request for
agency action are designated as informal adjudicative proceedings:
(i) applications for initial licensure;
(ii) applications for renewal of a license;
(iii) applications for reinstatement of a license; and
(iv) protests against the results of a match.
(b)
The following proceedings initiated by a notice of
agency action are designated as informal adjudicative proceedings;
(i) the restriction or probation of a license;
(ii) a public or private reprimand against a licensee; and
(iii)
any proceedings conducted subsequent to the issuance
of a cease and desist order.
(3) Any other adjudicative proceeding before the Commission
not specifically listed in Subsections (1) and (2) above, is
designated as an informal adjudicative proceeding.
R151-33-402. Adjudicative Proceedings in General.
(1)
The procedures for formal adjudicative proceedings are
set forth in Sections 63-46b-6 through 63-46b-10; the Department
of Commerce Administrative Procedures Act Rule, R151-46b; and this
Rule.
(2) The procedures for informal adjudicative proceedings are>
set forth in Section 63-46b-5; Rule R151-46b; and this Rule.
(3)
The Commission shall act as the presiding officers in
all adjudicative proceedings.
The Commission shall appoint one
Commission member to act as presiding officer for questions of law
and the remaining Commission members shall act as presiding
officers for questions of fact.
(4)
A majority vote of the Commission members acting as
presiding officers for questions of fact shall constitute the
Commission's decision. In the event of a tie vote, the Commission
member acting as presiding officer for questions of law shall cast
the deciding vote.
(5)
Orders of the Commission shall be issued in accordance
with Section 63-46b-10 for formal adjudicative proceedings, and
Subsection 63-46b-5(l) for informal adjudicative proceedings, and
shall be signed by the Director or, in his or her absence, by the
Chairman of the Commission.
R151-33-403.
Additional
Procedures
for
Immediate
License
Suspension.
(1)
In
accordance
with
Subsection
13-33-303(6),
the
designated Commission member may issue an order
immediately
suspending the license of a contestant upon a finding that the
contestant presents an immediate and significant danger to the
contestant, other contestants, or the public.
(2) The suspension shall be at such time and for such period
as the Commission believes is necessary to protect the health,

safety, and welfare of the contestant, other contestants, or the
public.
(3)
A contestant whose license has been immediately
suspended may, within 30 days after the decision of the designated
Commission member, challenge the suspension by submitting a
written request for a hearing.
The Commission shall convene the
hearing as soon as is reasonably practical but not later than 20
days from the receipt of the written request, unless the
Commission and the party requesting the hearing agree to conduct
the hearing at a later date.
R151-33-404.
Evidentiary Hearings
in Informal Adjudicative
Proceedings.
(1)
A request for an evidentiary hearing in an informal
adjudicative proceeding shall be submitted in writing no later
than 20 days following the issuance of the Commission's notice of
agency action if the proceeding was initiated by the Commission,
or together with the request for agency action, if the proceeding
was not initiated by the Commission, in accordance with the
requirements set forth in the Utah Administrative Procedures Act,
Title 63, Chapter 46b.
(2)
Unless otherwise agreed upon by the parties, no
evidentiary hearing shall be held in an informal adjudicative
proceeding unless timely notice of the hearing has been served
upon the parties as required by Subsection 63-46b-5(l)(d). Timely
notice means service of a Notice of Hearing upon all parties no
later than ten days prior to any scheduled evidentiary hearing.
(3) Parties shall be permitted to testify, present evidence,
and comment on the issues at an evidentiary hearing in an informal
adjudicative proceeding.
R151-33-405. Reconsideration and Judicial Review.
Agency review is not available as to any order or decision
entered by the Commission.
However, any person aggrieved by an
adverse
determination
by
the
Commission
may
either
seek
reconsideration of the order pursuant to Section 63-46b-13 of the
Utah Administrative Procedures Act or seek judicial review of the
order pursuant to Sections 63-46b-14 through 63-46b-17.
R151-33-501.
Promoter's Responsibility in Arranging ContestsPermit Fee, Bond, Restrictions.
(1) Before a licensed promoter may hold a contest or single
contest as part of a single promotion, the promoter shall file
with the Commission an application for a permit to hold the
contest not less than 15 days before the date of the proposed
contest, or not less than seven days for televised contests.
(2) The application shall include the date, time, and place
of the contest as well as information concerning the on-site
emergency facilities, personnel, and transportation.
(3) The permit application must be accompanied by a contest
registration fee determined by the Department under Section 63-3832.
(4)
Before a permit to hold a contest is granted, the
promoter shall post a surety bond with the Commission in the

amount of $10,000.
(5) Prior to the scheduled time of the contest, the promoter
shall have
available
for
inspection
the completed
physical
facilities which will be used directly or indirectly for the
contest.
The designated Commission member shall inspect the
facilities in the presence of the promoter or the promoter's
authorized
representative,
and
all
deficiencies
cited
upon
inspection shall be corrected before the contest.
(6)
A promoter shall be responsible for verifying the
identity, ring record, and suspensions of each contestant.
A
promoter shall be held responsible for the accuracy of the names
and records of each of the participating contestants in all
publicity or promotional material.
(7)
A promoter shall be held responsible for a contest in
which one of the contestants is disproportionately outclassed.
(8)
Before a contest begins, the promoter shall give the
designated Commission member the money for payment of contestants,
referees, judges, and the attending physician.
The designated
Commission member shall pay each contestant, referee, judge, and
physician in the presence of one witness.
(9) At the time of a boxing contest weigh-in, the promoter
of a contest shall provide evidence of health insurance pursuant
to Public Law 104272, "The Professional Boxing Safety Act of
1996."
Rl51-33-502. Ringside Equipment.
(1) Each promoter shall provide all of the following:
(a)
a sufficient
number of buckets
for use by the
contestants;
(b) stools for use by the seconds;
(c) rubber gloves for use by the referees, seconds, ringside
physicians, and Commission representatives;
(d) a stretcher, which shall be available near the ring and
near the ringside physician;
(e) a portable resuscitator with oxygen;
(f)
an ambulance with attendants on site at all times when
contestants are competing.
Arrangements shall be made for a
replacement ambulance if the first ambulance is required to
transport a contestant for medical treatment. The location of the
ambulance and the arrangements for the substitute
ambulance
service shall be communicated to the physician;
(g) seats at ringside for the assigned officials;
(h) seats at ringside for the designated Commission member;
(i) scales for weigh-ins, which the Commission shall require
to be certified;
(j) a gong;
(k) a public address system;
(1) a separate dressing room for each sex, if contestants of
both sexes are participating;
(m) a separate room for physical examinations;
(n)
a separate dressing
room
shall be provided
for
officials, unless the physical arrangements of the contest site
make an additional dressing room impossible;
(o) adequate security personnel; and

(p)
sufficient bout sheets for ring officials and the
designated Commission member.
(2) A promoter shall only hold contests in facilities that
conform to the laws, ordinances, and regulations regulating the
city, town, or village where the bouts are situated.
(3)
Restrooms shall not be used as dressing rooms and for
physical examinations and weigh-ins.
R151-33-503. Contracts.
(1)
Pursuant to Section 13-33-503, a copy of the contract
between a promoter and a contestant shall be filed with the
Commission before a contest begins.
The contract that is filed
with the Commission shall embody all agreements between the
parties.
(2) A contestant's manager may sign a contract on behalf of
the contestant. If a contestant does not have a licensed manager,
the contestant shall sign the contract.
(3)
A contestant shall use his own legal name to sign a
contract.
However, a contestant who is licensed under another
name may sign the contract using his licensed name if the
contestant ! s legal name appears in the body of the contract as the
name under which the contestant is legally known.
(4) The contract between a promoter and a contestant shall
be for the use of the contestant's skills in a contest and shall
not require the contestant to sell tickets in order to be paid for
his services.
R151-33-504. Complimentary Tickets.
(1)
Limitation on issuance, calculation of price, and
service charge for payment to contestant working on percentage
basis.
(a) A promoter may not issue complimentary tickets for more
than 4 percent of the seats in the house without the Commission's
written authorization.
The Commission
shall not consider
complimentary tickets which it authorizes under this Section to
constitute part of the total gross receipts from admission fees
for the purposes of calculating the license fee prescribed in
Subsection 13-33-304(1).
(b)
If complimentary tickets are issued for more than 4
percent of the seats in the house, each contestant who is working
on a percentage basis shall be paid a percentage of the normal
price of all complimentary tickets in excess of 4 percent of the
seats in the house, unless the contract between the contestant and
the promoter provides otherwise and stipulates the number of
complimentary tickets which will be issued.
In addition, if a
service fee is charged for complimentary tickets, the contestant
is entitled to be paid a percentage of that service fee, less any
deduction for federal taxes and fees.
(c) Pursuant to Subsection 13-33-304(3)(a) a promoter shall
file, within 10 days after the contest, a report indicating how
many complimentary tickets the promoter issued and the value of
those tickets.
(2)
Complimentary ticket and tickets at reduced rate,
persons entitled or allowed to receive such tickets, duties of

promoter, disciplinary action, fees and taxes.
(a)
Each promoter shall provide tickets without charge to
the following persons who shall not be liable for the payment of
any fees for those tickets:
(i) the Commission members, Director and representatives;
(ii) principals and seconds who are engaged in a contest or
exhibition which is part of the program of unarmed combat; and
(iii) holders of lifetime passes issued by the Commission.
(b) Each promoter may provide tickets without charge or at a
reduced rate to the following persons who shall be liable for
payment of applicable fees on the reduced amount paid, unless the
person is a journalist, police officer or fireman as provided in
this Subsection:
(i) Any of the promoter's employees, and if the promoter is
a corporation, to a director or officer who is regularly employed
or engaged in promoting programs of unarmed combat, regardless of
whether the director or officer's duties require admission to the
particular program and regardless of whether the director or
officer is on duty at the time of that program;
(ii) Employees of the Commission;
(iii) A journalist who is performing a journalist's duties;
and
(iv)
A fireman or police officer that is performing the
duties of a fireman or police officer.
(c)
Each promoter shall perform the following duties in
relation to the issuance of complimentary tickets or those issued
at a reduced price:
(i)
Each ticket issued to a journalist shall be clearly
marked "PRESS." No more tickets may be issued to journalists than
will permit comfortable seating in the press area;
(ii)
Seating at the press tables or in the press area must
be limited to journalists who are actually covering the contest or
exhibition and to other persons designated by the Commission;
(iii)
A list of passes issued to journalists shall be
submitted to the Commission prior to the contest or exhibition;
(iv)
Only one ticket may be sold at a reduced price to any
manager, second, contestant or other person licensed by the
Commission;
(v)
Any credential issued by the promoter which allows an
admission to the program without a ticket, shall be approved in
advance by a member of the Commission or the Director.
Request
for the issuance of such credentials shall be made at least 5
hours before the first contest or exhibition of the program.
(d)
Admission of any person who does not hold a ticket or
who is not specifically exempted pursuant to this Section is
grounds for suspension or revocation of the promoter's license or
for the assessment of a penalty.
(e)
The Commission shall collect all fees and taxes due on
any ticket that is not specifically exempt pursuant to this
Section, and for any person who is admitted without a ticket in
violation of this Section.
(3)
Reservation of area for use by Commission.
For every
program of unarmed combat, the promoter of the program shall
reserve seats at ringside for use by the designated Commission

member and Commission representatives.
R151-33-505. Physical Examination - Physician.
(1)
Not less than eight hours before a contest, each
contestant shall be given a medical examination by a physician who
is appointed by the designated Commission member. The examination
shall
include
a
detailed
medical
history
and
a
physical
examination of all of the following:
(a) eyes;
(b) teeth;
(c) jaw;
(d) neck;
(e) chest;
(f) ears;
(g) nose;
(h) throat;
(i) skin;
(j) scalp;
(k) head;
(1) abdomen;
(m) cardiopulmonary status;
(n) neurological, musculature, and skeletal systems;
(0) pelvis; and
(p) the presence of controlled substances in the body.
(2) If after the examination the physician determines that a
contestant is unfit for competition, the physician shall notify
the Commission of this determination, and the Commission shall
prohibit the contestant from competing.
(3)
The physician shall provide a written certification of
those contestants who are in good physical condition to compete.
(4)
Before a bout, a female contestant shall provide the
ringside physician with the results of a pregnancy test performed
on the contestant within the previous 14. days.
If the results of
the pregnancy test are positive, the physician shall notify the
Commission, and the Commission shall prohibit the contestant from
competing.
(5) A female contestant with breast implants shall be denied
a license.
(6)
A contestant who has had cardiac surgery shall not be
issued a license unless he is certified as fit to compete by a
cardiovascular surgeon.
(7)
A contest shall not begin until a physician and an
attended ambulance are present.
The physician shall not leave
until the decision in the final contest has been announced and all
injured contestants have been attended to.
(8)
The contest shall not begin until the physician is
seated at ringside.
The physician shall remain at that location
for the entire fight, unless it is necessary for the physician to
attend to a contestant.
R151-33-506. Drug Tests.
In accordance with Section 13-33-405, the following shall
apply to drug testing:
(1)
At the request of the Commission, the designated

Commission member, or the ringside physician, a contestant
assigned official shall submit to a test of body fluids
determine the presence of drugs.
The promoter shall
responsible for any costs of testing.

or
to
be

(2)
If the test results in a finding of the presence of a
drug or if the contestant or assigned official is unable or
unwilling to provide a sample of body fluids for such a test, the
Commission may take one or more of the following actions:
(a)
immediately
suspend
the contestant's
or
assigned
official ! s license in accordance with Section R151-33-403;
(b)
stop the contest in accordance with Subsection 13-33404(2) ;
(c)
initiate
other
appropriate
licensure
action
in
accordance with Section 13-33-303; or
(d)
withhold the contestant's purse in accordance with
Subsection 13-33-405(2).
(3)
A contestant who is disciplined pursuant to the
provisions of this Rule and who was the winner of a contest shall
be disqualified and the decision of the contest shall be changed
to "no contest."
R151-33-507. HIV Testing.
In accordance with Section 13-33-405, contestants
shall
produce evidence of a clear test for HIV as a condition to
participation in a contest as follows:
(1) All contestants shall provide evidence in the form of a
competent laboratory examination certificate verifying that the
contestant is HIV negative at the time of the weigh-in.
(2)
The examination certificate shall certify that the HIV
test was completed within 60 days prior to the contest.
(3)
Any contestant whose HIV test is positive shall be
prohibited from participating in a contest.
R151-33-508. Contestant Use or Administration of Any Substance.
(1) The use or administration of drugs, stimulants, or nonprescription preparations by or to a contestant during a contest
is prohibited, except as provided by this Rule.
(2)
The giving of substances other than water to a
contestant during the course of the contest is prohibited.
(3) The discretional use of petroleum jelly may be allowed,
as determined by the referee.
(4)
The discretional use of coagulants, adrenalin 1/1000,
avetine, and thrombin, as approved by the Commission, may be
allowed between rounds to stop the bleeding of minor cuts and
lacerations sustained by a contestant.
The use of monsel
solution,
silver
nitrate,
"new
skin,"
flex
collodion,
or
substances having an iron base is prohibited, and the use of any
such
substance
by
a
contestant
is
cause
for
immediate
disqualification.
(5)
The ringside physician shall monitor the use and
application of any foreign substances administered to a contestant
before or during a contest and shall confiscate any suspicious
foreign substance for possible laboratory analysis, the results of
which shall be forwarded to the Commission.

R151-33-509. Weighing-In.
(1)
Unless otherwise approved by the Commission for a
specific contest, the weigh-in shall occur not less than six nor
more than 24 hours before the start of a contest. The designated
Commission member or authorized Commission representative(s),
shall
weigh-in
each
contestant
in
the
presence
of
other
contestants.
(2)
Contestants shall be licensed at the time they are
weighed-in.
(3) Only those contestants who have been previously approved
for the contest shall be permitted to weigh-in.
R151-33-510. Announcer.
(1)
At the beginning of a contest, the announcer shall
announce that the contest is under the auspices of the Commission.
(2)
The announcer shall announce the names of the referee,
judges, and timekeeper when the competitions are about to begin,
and shall also announce the changes made in officials as the
contest progresses.
(3)
The
announcer
shall
announce
the names
of
all
contestants, their weight, professional record, their city and
state of residence, and country of origin if not a citizen.
R151-33-511. Timekeepers.
(1)
A timekeeper shall indicate the beginning and end of
each round by the gong.
(2) A timekeeper shall possess a whistle and a stopwatch.
(3)
Ten seconds before the beginning of each round, the
timekeeper shall warn the contestants of the time by blowing a
whistle.
(4)
If a contest terminates before the scheduled limit of
rounds, the timekeeper shall inform the announcer of the exact
duration of the contest.
(5) The timekeeper shall keep track of and record the exact
amount of time that any contestant remains on the canvas.
R151-33-512. Stopping a Contest.
In accordance
with Subsections
13-33-404(2)
and
13-33102(14) (b), authority for stopping a contest is defined, clarified
or established as follows.
(1)
The referee may stop a contest to ensure the integrity
of a contest or to protect the health, safety, or welfare of a
contestant or the public for any one or more of the following
reasons:
(a)
injuries, cuts, or other physical or mental conditions
that would endanger the health, safety, or welfare of a contestant
if the contestant were to continue with the competition.
(b) one-sided nature of the contest;
(c)
refusal or inability of a contestant to reasonably
compete; and
(d) refusal or inability of a contestant to comply with the
rules of the contest.
(2)
If a referee stops a contest, the referee shall

disqualify the contestant, where appropriate, and recommend to the
designated Commission member that the purse of that professional
contestant
be withheld
pending
an
impoundment
decision
in
accordance with Section 13-33-504.
(3) The designated Commission member may stop a contest at
any stage in the contest when there is a significant question with
respect to the contest, the contestant, or any other licensee
associated with the contest, and determine whether the purse
should be withheld pursuant to Section 13-33-504.
R151-33-601. Boxing - Contest Weights and Classes.
(1) Boxing weights and classes are established as follows:
(a) Strawweight: up to 105 lbs. (47.627 kgs.)
(b) Light-Flyweight: over 105 to 108 lbs. (47.627 to 48.988
kgs.)
(c) Flyweight: over 108 to 112 lbs. (48.988 to 50.802 kgs.)
(d) Super Flyweight: over 112 to 115 lbs. (50.802 to 52.163
kgs.)
(e)
Bantamweight: over 115 to 118 lbs. (52.163 to 53.524
kgs.)
(f)
Super Bantamweight: over 118 to 122 lbs. (53.524 to
55.338 kgs.)
(g)
Featherweight: over 122 to 126 lbs. (55.338 to 57.153
kgs.)
(h)
Super Featherweight: over 126 to 130 lbs. (57.153 to
58.967 kgs.)
(i)
Lightweight: over 130 to 135 lbs. (58.967 to 61.235
kgs.)
(j)
Super Lightweight: over 135 to 14 0 lbs. (61.235 to
63.503 kgs.)
(k)
Welterweight: over 140 to 147 lbs. (63.503 to 66.678
kgs.)
(1)
Super Welterweight: over 147 to 154 lbs. (66.678 to
69.853 kgs.)
(m)
Middleweight: over 154 to 160 lbs. (69.853 to 72.574
kgs.)
(n)
Super Middleweight: over 160 to 168 lbs. (72.574 to
76.204 kgs.)
(o)
Light-heavyweight: over 168 to 175 lbs. (76.204 to
79.378 kgs.)
(p)
Cruiserweight: over 175 to 195 lbs. (79.378 to 88.451
kgs.)
(q) Heavyweight: all over 195 lbs. (88.451 kgs.)
(2)
A contestant shall not fight another contestant who is
outside of the contestant's weight classification unless prior
approval is given by the Commission.
(3) A contestant who has contracted to box in a given weight
class shall not be permitted to compete if he or she exceeds that
weight class at the weigh-in, unless the contract provides for the
opposing contestant to agree to the weight differential.
If the
weigh-in is held the day before the contest and if the opposing
contestant does not agree or the contract does not provide for a
weight exception, the contestant may have two hours to attempt to
lose not more than three pounds in order to be reweighed.

(4) The Commission shall not allow a contest in which the
contestants are not fairly matched. In determining if contestants
are fairly matched, the Commission shall consider all of the
following factors with respect to the contestant:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

the win-loss record of the contestants;
the weight differential;
the caliber of opponents;
each contestant's number of fights; and
previous suspensions or disciplinary actions.

R151-33-602. Boxing - Number of Rounds in a Bout.
(1) A contest bout shall consist of not less than four and
not more than twelve scheduled rounds.
Three minutes of boxing
shall constitute a round for men's boxing, and two minutes shall
constitute a round for women's boxing.
There shall be a rest
period of one minute between the rounds.
(2)
A promoter shall contract with a sufficient number of
contestants to provide a program consisting of at least 30 and not
more than 56 scheduled rounds of boxing, unless otherwise approved
by the Commission.
R151-33-603. Boxing - Ring Dimensions and Construction.
(1)
The ring shall be square, and the sides shall not be
less than 16 feet nor more than 22 feet.
The ring floor shall
extend not less than 18 inches beyond the ropes.
The ring floor
shall be padded with a base not less than 5/8 of an inch of
ensolite or another similar closed-cell foam.
The padding shall
extend beyond the ring ropes and over the edge of the platform,
and shall be covered with canvas, duck, or a similar material that
is tightly stretched and laced securely in place.
(2) The ring floor platform shall not be more than four feet
above the floor of the building, and shall have two sets of
suitable stairs for the use of contestants, with an extra set of
suitable stairs to be used for any other activities that may occur
between rounds.
Ring posts shall be made of metal and shall be
not less than three nor more than four inches in diameter,
extending a minimum of 58 inches above the ring floor. Ring posts
shall be at least 18 inches away from the ropes.
(3) The ring shall not have less than four ring ropes which
can be tightened and which are not less than one inch in diameter.
The ring ropes shall be wrapped in a soft material.
The
turnbuckles shall be covered with a protective padding. The ring
ropes shall have two spacer ties on each side of the ring to
secure the ring ropes.
The lower ring rope shall be 18 inches
above the ring floor.
The ring shall have corner pads in each
corner.
R151-33-604. Boxing - Gloves.
(1) A boxing contestant's gloves shall be examined before a
contest by the referee and the designated Commission member.
If
gloves are found to be broken or unclean or if the padding is
found to be misplaced or lumpy, they shall be changed before the
contest begins.
(2)
A promoter shall be required to have on hand an extra

set of gloves that are to be used if a contestant's gloves are
broken or damaged during the course of a contest.
(3) Gloves for a main event may be put on in the ring after
the referee has inspected the bandaged hands of both contestants.
(4)
During a contest, male contestants shall wear gloves
weighing not less than eight ounces each if the contestant weighs
154 lbs. (69.853 kgs.) or less.
Contestants who weigh more than
154 lbs. (69.853 kgs.) shall wear gloves weighing ten ounces each.
Female contestants' gloves shall be ten-ounce gloves.
The
designated Commission member shall have complete discretion to
approve or deny the model and style of the gloves before the
contest.
(5)
The laces shall be tied on the outside of the back of
the wrist of the gloves and shall be secured.
The tips of the
laces shall be removed.
R151-33-605. Boxing - Bandage Specification.
(1)
Except as agreed to by the managers of the contestants
opposing each other in a contest, a contestant's bandage for each
hand shall consist of soft gauze not more than 20 yards long and
not more than two inches wide.
The gauze shall be held in place
by not more than eight feet of adhesive tape not more than one and
one-half inches wide.
(2)
Bandages shall be adjusted in the dressing room under
the supervision of the designated Commission member.
(3)
The use of water or any other substance other than
medical tape on the bandages is prohibited.
R151-33-606. Boxing - Mouthpieces.
A round shall not begin until the contestant's form-fitted
protective mouthpiece is in place.
If, during a round, the
mouthpiece falls out of the contestant's mouth, the referee shall,
as soon as practicable, stop the bout and escort the contestant to
his corner.
The mouthpiece shall be rinsed out and replaced in
the contestant's mouth and the contest shall continue.
If the
referee determines that the contestant intentionally spit the
mouthpiece out, the referee may direct the judges to deduct points
from the contestant's score for the round.
R151-33-607. Boxing - Contest Officials.
(1)
The officials for each boxing contest shall consist of
not less than the following:
(a) one referee;
(b) three judges;
(c) one timekeeper; and
(d) one physician licensed in good standing in Utah.
(2)
A licensed referee, judge, or timekeeper shall not
officiate at a contest that is not conducted under the authority
or supervision of the designated Commission member.
(3)
A referee or judge shall not participate or accept an
assignment to officiate when that assignment may tend to impair
the referee's or judge's independence of judgment or action in the
performance of the referee's or judge's duties.
(4) A judge shall be seated midway between the ring posts of

the ring, but not on the same side as another judge, and shall
have an unimpaired view of the ring.
(5) A referee shall not be assigned to officiate more than
32 scheduled rounds in one day, except when substituting for
another referee who is incapacitated.
(6) A referee shall not wear jewelry that might cause injury
to the contestants.
Glasses, if worn, shall be protective
athletic glasses or goggles with plastic lenses and a secure
elastic band around the back of the head.
(7) Referees, seconds working in the corners, the designated
Commission member, and physicians may wear rubber gloves in the
performance of their duties.
(8)
No official shall be under the influence of alcohol or
controlled substances while performing the official f s duties.
R151-33-608. Boxing - Contact During Contests.
(1) Beginning one minute before the first round begins, only
the referee, boxing contestants, and the chief second may be in
the ring.
The referee shall clear the ring of all other
individuals.
(2) Once a contest has begun, only the referee, contestants,
seconds,
judges,
Commission
representatives,
physician,
the
announcer and the announcer's assistants shall be allowed in the
ring.
(3)
At any time before, during or after a contest, the
referee may order that the ring and technical area be cleared of
any individual not authorized to be present in those areas.
(4) The referee, on his own initiative, or at the request of
the designated Commission member, may stop a bout at any time if
individuals refuse to clear the ring and technical area, dispute a
decision by an official, or seek to encourage spectators to object
to a decision either verbally, physically, or by engaging in
disruptive conduct.
If the individual involved in disruptive
conduct or encouraging disruptive conduct is the manager or second
of a contestant, the referee may disqualify the contestant or
order the deduction of points from that contestant's score.
If
the conduct occurred after the decision was announced, the
Commission may change the decision, declare no contest, or pursue
disciplinary action against any licensed individual involved in
the disruptive conduct.
R151-33-609. Boxing - Referees.
(1)
The chief official of a boxing contest shall be the
referee.
The referee shall decide all questions arising in the
ring during a contest that are not specifically addressed in this
Rule.
(2) The referee shall, before each contest begins, determine
the name and location of the physician assigned to officiate at
the contest and each contestant's chief second.
(3)
At the beginning of each contest, the referee shall
summon the contestants and their chief seconds together for final
instructions.
After receiving the instructions, the contestants
shall shake hands and retire to their respective corners.
(4)
Where difficulties arise concerning language, the

referee shall make sure that the contestant understands the final
instructions through an interpreter and shall use suitable
gestures and signs during the contest.
(5)
No individual other than the contestants, the referee,
and the physician when summoned by the referee, may enter the ring
or the apron of the ring during the progress of a round.
(6) If a contestant's manager or second steps into the ring
or onto the apron of the ring during a round, the fight shall be
halted and the referee may eject the manager or second from the
ringside working area.
If the manager or second steps into the
ring or onto the apron a second time during the contest, the fight
may be stopped and the decision may be awarded to the contestant's
opponent due to disqualification.
(7) A referee shall inspect a contestant's body to determine
whether a foreign substance has been applied.
R151-33-610. Boxing - Stalling or Faking.
(1)
A referee shall warn a contestant if the referee
believes the contestant is stalling or faking.
If after proper
warning, the referee determines the contestant is continuing to
stall or pull his punches, the referee shall stop the bout at the
end of the round.
(2)
A referee may consult the judges as to whether or not
the contestant is stalling or faking and shall abide by a majority
decision of the judges.
(3)
If the
referee
determines
that
either
or
both
contestants are stalling or faking, or if a contestant refuses to
fight, the referee shall terminate the contest and announce a no
contest.
(4)
A contestant who, in the opinion of the referee,
intentionally falls down without being struck shall be immediately
examined by a physician. After conferring with the physician, the
referee may disqualify the contestant.
R151-33-611. Boxing - Injuries and Cuts.
(1)
When an injury or cut is produced by a fair blow and
because of the severity of the blow the contest cannot continue,
the injured boxing contestant shall be declared the loser by
technical knockout.
(2) If a contestant intentionally fouls his opponent and an
injury or cut is produced, and due to the severity of the injury
the contestant cannot continue, the contestant who commits the
foul shall be declared the loser by disqualification.
(3) If a contestant receives an intentional butt or foul and
the
contest
can
continue,
the
referee
shall
penalize
the
contestant who commits the foul by deducting two points.
The
referee shall notify the judges that the injury or cut has been
produced by an intentional unfair blow so that if in the
subsequent rounds the same injury or cut becomes so severe that
the contest has to be suspended, the decision will be awarded as
follows:
(a) a technical draw if the injured contestant is behind on
points or even on a majority of scorecards; and
(b)
a technical decision to the injured contestant if the
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(4)
If a contestant injures himself trying to foul his
opponent, the referee shall not take any action in his favor, and
the injury shall be considered as produced by a fair blow from his
opponent.
(5) If a contestant is fouled accidentally during a contest
and can continue, the referee shall stop the action to inform the
judges and acknowledge the accidental foul.
If in subsequent
rounds, as a result of legal blows, the accidental foul injury
worsens and the contestant cannot continue, the referee shall stop
the contest and declare a technical decision with the winner being
the contestant who is ahead on points on a majority of the
scorecards.
The judges shall score partial rounds.
If a
contestant is accidentally fouled in a contest and due to the
severity of the injury the contestant cannot continue, the referee
shall rule as follows:
(a)
if the injury occurs before the completion of four
rounds, declare the contest a technical draw; or
(b)
if the injury occurs after the completion of four
rounds, declare that the winner is the contestant who has a lead
in points on a majority of the scorecards before the round of
injury. The judges shall score partial rounds.
(6)
If in the opinion of the referee, a contestant has
suffered a dangerous cut or injury, or other physical or mental
condition, the referee may stop the bout temporarily to summon the
physician.
If the physician recommends that the contest should
not
continue,
the
referee
shall
order
the
contest
to
be
terminated.
(7) A fight shall not be terminated because of a low blow.
The referee may give a contestant not more than five minutes if
the referee believes a foul has been committed.
Each contestant
shall be instructed to return to his or her respective corner by
the referee. The contestants may sit in their respective corners
with their mouthpiece removed.
After removing their contestant's
mouthpiece, the seconds must return to their seats.
The seconds
may not coach, administer water, or in any other way attend to
their contestant, except to replace the mouthpiece when the round
is ready to resume.
(8)
If a contestant is knocked down or given a standing
mandatory count of eight or a combination of either occurs three
times in one round, the contest shall be stopped and a technical
knockout shall be awarded to the opponent.
The physician shall
immediately enter the ring and examine the losing contestant.
(9) A physician shall immediately examine and administer aid
to a contestant who is knocked out or injured.
(10)
When
a contestant
is knocked
out
or
rendered
incapacitated,
the referee or second
shall not handle
the
contestant, except for the removal of a mouthpiece, unless
directed by the physician to do so.
(11)
A contestant shall not refuse to be examined by a
physician.
(12) A contestant who has been knocked out shall not leave
the site of the contest until one hour has elapsed from the time

of the examination or until released by the physician.
(13)
A physician shall file a written report with the
Commission on each contestant who has been knocked out or injured.
R151-33-612.

Boxing - Knockouts.

(1)
A boxing contestant who is knocked down shall take a
minimum mandatory count of eight.
(2)
If a boxing contestant is dazed by a blow and, in the
referee's opinion, is unable to defend himself, the referee shall
give a standing mandatory count of eight or stop the contest.
If
on the count of eight the boxing contestant, in the referee's
opinion, is unable to continue, the referee may count him out on
his feet or stop the contest on the count of eight.
(3)
In the event of a knockdown, the timekeeper shall
immediately start the count loud enough to be heard by the
referee, who, after waving the opponent to the farthest neutral
corner, shall pick up the count from the timekeeper and proceed
from there.
The referee shall stop the count if the opponent
fails to remain in the corner.
The count shall be resumed when
the opponent has returned to the corner.
(4) The timekeeper shall signal the count to the referee.
(5)
If the boxing contestant taking the count is still down
when the referee calls the count of ten, the referee shall wave
both arms to indicate that the boxing contestant has been knocked
out.
The referee shall summon the physician and shall then raise
the opponent's hand as the winner.
The referee's count is the
official count.
(6) If at the end of a round a boxing contestant is down and
the referee is in the process of counting, the gong indicating the
end of the round shall not be sounded.
The gong shall only be
sounded when the referee gives the command to box indicating the
continuation of the bout.
(7)
In the final round, the timekeeper's gong shall
terminate the fight.
(8)
A technical knockout decision shall be awarded to the
opponent if a boxing contestant is unable or refuses to continue
when the gong sounds to begin the next round. The decision shall
be awarded in the round started by the gong.
(9)
The referee and timekeeper shall resume their count at
the point it was suspended if a boxing contestant arises before
the count of ten is reached and falls down again immediately
without being struck.
(10)
If both boxing contestants go down at the same time,
counting will be continued as long as one of them is still down or
until the referee or the ringside physician determines that one or
both of the boxing contestants needs immediate medical attention.
If both boxing contestants remain down until the count of ten,
the bout will be stopped and the decision will be scored as a
double knockout.
R151-33-613.
Boxing - Procedure After Knockout or Contestant
Sustaining Damaging Head Blows.
(1) A boxing contestant who has lost by a technical knockout
shall not fight again for a period of 3 0 calendar days or until

the contestant has submitted to a medical examination.
The
Commission may require such physical exams as necessary.
(2) A ringside physician shall examine a boxing contestant
who has been knocked out in a contest or a contestant whose fight
has been stopped by the referee because the contestant received
hard blows to the head that made him defenseless or incapable of
continuing immediately after the knockout or stoppage.
The
ringside physician may order post-fight neurological examinations,
which may include computerized axial tomography (CAT) scans or
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to be performed on the contestant
immediately after the contestant leaves the location of the
contest.
Post-fight neurological examination results shall be
forwarded to the Commission by the ringside physician as soon as
possible.
(3) A report that records the amount of punishment a fighter
absorbed shall be submitted to the Commission by the ringside
physician within 24 hours of the end of the fight.
(4) A ringside physician may require any boxing contestant
who has sustained a severe injury or knockout in a bout to be
thoroughly examined by a physician within 24 hours of the bout.
The physician shall submit his findings to the Commission.
Upon
the physician's recommendation, the Commission may prohibit the
contestant from boxing until the contestant is fully recovered and
may extend any such suspension imposed.
(5) All medical reports that are submitted to the Commission
relative to a physical examination or the condition of a boxing
contestant shall be confidential and shall be open for examination
only by the Commission and the licensed contestant upon the
contestant f s request to examine the records or upon the order of a
court of competent jurisdiction.
(6)
A boxing contestant who has been knocked out or who
received excessive hard blows to the head that made him
defenseless or incapable of continuing shall not be permitted to
take part in competitive or noncompetitive boxing for a period of
not less than 60 days.
Noncompetitive boxing shall include any
contact training in the gymnasium. It shall be the responsibility
of the boxing contestant's manager and seconds to assure that the
contestant complies with the provisions of this Rule.
Violation
of this Rule could result in the indefinite suspension of the
contestant and the contestant's manager or second.
(7) A contestant may not resume boxing after any period of
rest prescribed in Subsections R151-33-613(1) and (6), unless
following a neurological examination, a physician certifies the
contestant as fit to take part in competitive boxing.
A boxing
contestant who fails to secure an examination prior to resuming
boxing shall be automatically suspended until' the results of the
examination have been received by the Commission and the
contestant is certified by a physician as fit to compete.
(8) A boxing contestant who has lost six consecutive fights
shall be prohibited from boxing again until the Commission has
reviewed the results of the six fights or the contestant has
submitted to a medical examination by a physician.
(9) A boxing contestant who has suffered a detached retina
shall be automatically suspended and shall not be reinstated until

the contestant has submitted to a medical examination by an
ophthalmologist and the Commission has reviewed the results of the
examination.
(10)
A boxing contestant who is prohibited from boxing in
other states or jurisdictions due to medical reasons shall be
prohibited
from boxing in accordance with this Rule.
The
Commission
shall
consider
the
boxing
contestant's
entire
professional record regardless of the state or country in which
the contestant's fights occurred.
(11)
A boxing contestant or the contestant's manager shall
report any change in the contestant's medical condition which may
affect the contestant's ability to fight safely.
The Commission
may, at any time, require current medical information on any
contestant.
R151-33-614. Boxing - Waiting Periods.
(1)
The number of days that shall elapse before a boxing
contestant who has competed anywhere in a bout may participate in
another bout shall be as follows:
TABLE
Length of Bout
(In scheduled Rounds)
4
5-9
10-12

Required Interval
(In Days)
3
5
7

R151-33-615. Boxing - Fouls.
(1) A referee may disqualify or penalize a boxing contestant
by deducting one or more points from a round for the following
fouls:
(a)
holding an opponent or deliberately maintaining a
clinch;
(b) hitting with the head, shoulder, elbow, wrist, inside or
butt of the hand, or the knee.
(c) hitting or gouging with an open glove;
(d) wrestling, spinning or roughing at the ropes;
(e)
causing an opponent to fall through the ropes by means
other than a legal blow;
(f) gripping at the ropes when avoiding or throwing punches;
(g)
intentionally striking at a part of the body that is
over the kidneys;
(h) using a rabbit punch or hitting an opponent at the base
of the opponent's skull;
(i) hitting on the break or after the gong has sounded;
(j)
hitting an opponent who is down or rising after being
down ;
(k) hitting below the belt line;
(1)
holding an opponent with one hand and hitting with the
other;
(m)
purposely going down without being hit or to avoid a
blow;
(n) using abusive language in the ring;

(0)
un- sportsmanlike conduct on the part of the boxing
contestant or a second whether before, during, or after a round;
(p) intentionally spitting out a mouthpiece;
(q) any backhand blow; or
(r) biting.
R151-33-616. Boxing - Penalties for Fouling.
(1) A referee who penalizes a boxing contestant pursuant to
this Rule shall notify the judges at the time of the infraction to
deduct one or more points from their scorecards.
(2)
A boxing contestant committing a deliberate foul, in
addition to the deduction of one or more points, may be subject to
disciplinary action by the Commission.
(3) A judge shall not deduct points unless instructed to do
so by the referee.
(4) The designated Commission member shall file a complaint
with the Commission against a boxing contestant disqualified on a
foul. The Commission shall withhold the purse until the complaint
is resolved.
R151-33-617. Boxing - Contestant Outside the Ring Ropes.
(1)
A boxing contestant who has been knocked, wrestled,
pushed, or has fallen through the ropes during a contest shall not
be helped back into the ring, nor shall the contestant be hindered
in any way by anyone when trying to reenter the ring.
(2) When one boxing contestant has fallen through the ropes,
the other contestant shall retire to the farthest neutral corner
and stay there until ordered to continue the contest by the
referee.
(3) The referee shall determine if the boxing contestant has
fallen through the ropes as a result of a legal blow or otherwise.
If the referee determines that the boxing contestant fell through
the ropes as a result of a legal blow, he shall warn the
contestant that the contestant must immediately return to the
ring.
If the contestant fails to immediately return to the ring
following the warning by the referee, the referee shall begin the
count that shall be loud enough to be heard by the contestant.
(4)
If the boxing contestant enters the ring before the
count of ten, the contest shall be resumed.
(5) If the boxing contestant fails to enter the ring before
the count of ten, the contestant shall be considered knocked out.
(6)
When a contestant has accidentally slipped or fallen
through the ropes, the contestant shall have 20 seconds to return
to the ring.
R151-33-618. Boxing - Scoring.
(1)
Officials who score a boxing contest shall use the 10point must system.
(2) For the purpose of this Rule, the "10-point must system"
means the winner of each round received ten points as determined
by clean hitting, effective aggressiveness, defense, and ring
generalship.
The loser of the round shall receive less than ten
points.
If the round is even, each boxing contestant shall
receive not less than ten points.
No fraction of points may be

given.
(3)
Officials who score the contest shall mark their cards
in ink or in indelible pencil at the end of each round.
(4)
Officials who score the contest shall sign their
scorecards.
(5) When a contest is scored on the individual score sheets
for each round, the referee shall, at the end of each round,
collect the score sheet for the round from each judge and shall
give the score sheets to the designated Commission member for
computation.
(6)
Referees and judges shall be discreet at all times and
shall not discuss their decisions with anyone during a contest.
(7)
A decision that is rendered at the termination of a
boxing contest shall not be changed without a hearing, unless it
is determined that the computation of the scorecards of the
referee and judges shows a clerical or mathematical error giving
the decision to the wrong contestant.
If such an error is found,
the Commission may change the decision.
(8)
After a contest, the scorecards collected by the
designated
Commission
member
shall
be
maintained
by
the
Commission.
(9)
If a referee becomes incapacitated, a time-out shall be
called and the other referee who is assigned to the contest shall
assume the duties of the referee.
(10)
If a judge becomes incapacitated and is unable to
complete the scoring of a contest, a time-out shall be called and
an alternate licensed judge shall immediately be assigned to score
the contest from the point at which he assumed the duties of a
judge.
If the incapacity of a judge is not noticed during a
round, the referee shall score that round and the substitute judge
shall score all subsequent rounds.
R151-33-619. Boxing - Seconds*
(1)
A boxing contestant shall not have more than four
seconds, one of whom shall be designated as the chief second. The
chief second shall be responsible for the conduct in the corner
during the course of a contest.
During the rest period, one
second shall be allowed inside the ring, two seconds shall be
allowed on the apron and one second shall be allowed on the floor.
(2) All seconds shall remain seated during the round.
(3)
A second shall not spray or throw water on a boxing
contestant during a round.
(4) A boxing contestant's corner shall not heckle or in any
manner annoy the contestant's opponent or the referee, or throw
any object into the ring.
(5)
A second shall not enter the ring until the timekeeper
has indicated the end of a round.
(6)
A second shall leave the ring at the timekeeper's
whistle and shall clear the ring platform of all obstructions at
the sound of the gong indicating the beginning of a round.
Articles shall not be placed on the ring floor until the round has
ended or the contest has terminated.
(7)
A referee may eject a second from a ring corner for
violations of the provisions of Subsections R151-33-609(6) and

R151-33-608(4) of this Rule (stepping into the ring and disruptive
behavior) and may have the judges deduct points from a
contestant' s corner.
(8)
A second may indicate to the referee that the second's
boxing contestant cannot continue and that the contest should be
stopped.
Only verbal notification or hand signals may be used;
the throwing of a towel into the ring does not indicate the defeat
of the second's boxing contestant.
(9)
A second shall not administer alcoholic beverages,
narcotics, or stimulants to a contestant, pour excessive water on
the body of a contestant, or place ice in the trunks or protective
cup of a contestant during the progress of a contest.
R151-33-620. Boxing - Managers.
A manager shall not sign a contract for the appearance of a
boxing contestant
if the manager does not have the boxing
contestant under contract.
R151-33-621.
Boxing.
Identification - Photo Identification
Cards.
(1)
Each boxing contestant shall provide two pieces of
identification
to
the
designated
Commission
member
before
participation in a fight.
One of the pieces of identification
shall be a recent photo identification card issued or accepted by
the Commission at the time the boxing contestant receives his
original license.
(2)
The photo
identification
card shall contain
the
following information:
(a) the contestant's name and address;
(b) the contestant's social security number;
(c)
the personal identification number assigned to the
contestant by a boxing registry;
(d) a photograph of the boxing contestant; and
(e) the contestant's height and weight.
(3) The Commission shall honor similar photo identification
cards from other jurisdictions.
(4)
Unless otherwise approved by the Commission, a boxing
contestant will not be allowed to compete if his or her photo
identification card is incomplete or if the boxing contestant
fails to present the photo identification card to the designated
Commission member prior to the bout.
R151-33-622. Boxing - Dress for Contestants.
(1)
Boxing contestants shall be required to wear the
following:
(a)
trunks that are belted at the contestant's waistline.
For the purposes of this Subsection, the waistline shall be
defined as an imaginary horizontal line drawn through the navel to
the top of the hips.
Trunks shall not have any buckles or other
ornaments on them that might injure a boxing contestant or
referee;
(b) a foul-proof protector for male boxing contestants and a
pelvic area protector and breast protector for female boxing
contestants;

(c)
shoes that are made of soft material without spikes,
cleats, or heels;
(d) a fitted mouthpiece; and
(e)
gloves meeting the requirements specified in Section
R151-33-604.
(2)
In addition to the clothing required pursuant to
Subsections
R151-33-622(1)(a)
through
(e), a
female
boxing
contestant shall wear a body shirt or blouse without buttons,
buckles, or ornaments.
(3) A boxing contestant's hair shall be cut or secured so as
not to interfere with the contestant's vision.
(4)
A boxing contestant shall not wear corrective lenses
other than soft contact lenses into the ring. A bout shall not be
interrupted for the purposes of replacing or searching for a soft
contact lens.
R151-33-623. Boxing - Failure to Compete.
A boxing contestant's manager shall immediately notify the
Commission if the contestant is unable to compete in a contest due
to illness or injury. A physician may be selected as approved by
the Commission to examine the contestant.
R151-33-701. Elimination Tournaments.
(1) In general. The provisions of Title 13, Chapter 33, and
Rule
R151-33
apply
to
elimination
tournaments,
including
provisions
pertaining
to
licenses,
fees,
stopping contests,
impounding purses, testing requirements for contestants, and
adjudicative proceedings.
For purposes of identification, an
elimination tournament contestant shall provide any form of
identification that contains a photograph of the contestant, such
as a state driver's license, passport, or student identification
card.
(2)
Official rules of the sport.
Upon requesting the
Commission's approval of an elimination tournament in this State,
the
sponsoring
organization
or
promoter
of
an
elimination
tournament may submit the official rules for the particular sport
to the Commission and request the Commission to apply the official
rules in the contest.
(3)
The Commission shall not approve the official rules of
the particular sport and shall not allow the contest to be held if
the official rules are inconsistent, in any way, with the purpose
of the Pete Suazo Utah Athletic Commission Act, Title 13, Chapter
33,
or with
the
Rule
adopted
by
the
Commission
for
the
administration of that Act, Rule R151-33.
R151-33-702. Restrictions on Elimination Tournaments.
Elimination tournaments shall comply with the following
restrictions:
(1)
An elimination tournament must begin and end within a
period of 48 hours.
(2)
All matches shall be scheduled for no more than three
rounds. A round must be one minute in duration.
(3) A contestant shall wear 16 oz. boxing gloves, training
headgear, a mouthpiece and a large abdominal groin protector

during each match.
(4) A contestant may participate in more than one match, but
a contestant shall not compete more than a total of 12 rounds.
(5)
The promoter of the elimination tournament shall be
required to supply at the time of the weigh-in of contestants, a
physical examination on each contestant, conducted by a physician
not more than 60 days prior to the elimination tournament in a
form provided by the Commission, certifying that the contestant is
free from any physical or mental condition that indicates the
contestant should not engage in activity as a contestant.
(6)
The promoter of the elimination tournament shall be
required to supply at the time of the weigh-in of the contestants
HIV test results for each contestant pursuant to Subsection R15133-507 of this Rule and Subsection 13-33-405(1).
(7)
The Commission may impose additional restrictions in
advance of an elimination tournament.
R151-33-801. Martial Arts Contests and Exhibitions*
(1)
In general. All full-contact martial arts are forms of
unarmed combat.
Therefore, the provisions of Title 13, Chapter
33, and Rule R151-33 apply to contests or exhibitions of such
martial arts, including provisions pertaining to licenses, fees,
stopping contests, impounding purses, testing requirements for
contestants, and adjudicative proceedings.
For purposes of
identification,
a contestant
in a martial
arts contest
or
exhibition shall provide any form of identification that contains
a photograph of the contestant, such as a state driver's license,
passport, or student identification card.
(2)
Official rules of the art.
Upon requesting the
Commission's approval of a contest or exhibition of a martial art
in this State, the sponsoring organization or promoter may submit
the official rules for the particular art to the Commission and
request the Commission to apply the official rules in the contest
or exhibition.
(3)
The Commission shall not approve the official rules of
the particular art and shall not allow the contest or exhibition
to be held if the official rules are inconsistent, in any way,
with the purpose of the Pete Suazo Utah Athletic Commission Act,
Title 13, Chapter 33, or with the Rule adopted by the Commission
for the administration of that Act, Rule R151-33.
R151-33-901. Authority - Purpose.
These rules are adopted to enable the Commission to implement
the provisions of Section 13-33-304 to facilitate the distribution
of General Fund monies to Organizations Which Promote Amateur
Boxing in the State.
R151-33-902. Definitions.
Pursuant to Section 13-33-304, the Commission adopts the
following definitions:
(1)
"Amateur Boxing" means a live boxing contest where the
contestants participate for a non-cash prize of nominal value as
defined in the Pete Suazo Utah Athletic Commission Act.
(2) "Applicant" means an Organization Which Promotes Amateur

Boxing in the State as defined in this section.
(3) "Grant" means the Commission's distribution of monies as
authorized under Section 13-33-304(3).
(4)
"Organization Which Promotes Amateur Boxing in the
State" means an amateur boxing club located within the state,
registered with USA Boxing Incorporated.
(5) "State Fiscal Year" means the annual financial reporting
period of the State of Utah, beginning July 1 and ending June 30.
R151-33-903.
Qualifications for Applications for Grants for
Amateur Boxing.
(1) In accordance with Section 13-33-304, each applicant for
a grant shall:
(a)
submit an application in a form prescribed by the
Commission;
(b)
provide
documentation
that
the
applicant
is
an
"organization which promotes amateur boxing in the State";
(c)
Upon
request
from
the
Commission,
document
the
following:
(i) the financial need for the grant;
(ii) how the funds requested will be used to promote amateur
boxing; and
(iii)
receipts for expenditures for which the applicant
requests reimbursement.
(2)
Reimbursable Expenditures - The applicant may request
reimbursement for the following types of eligible expenditures:
(a)
costs
of
travel,
including
meals,
lodging
and
transportation associated with participation in an amateur boxing
contest for coaches and contestants;
(b) Maintenance costs; and
(c) Equipment costs.
(3)
Eligible Expenditures - In order for an expenditure to
be eligible for reimbursement, an applicant must:
(a)
submit documentation supporting such expenditure to the
Commission showing that the expense was incurred during the State
Fiscal Year at issue; and
(b)
submit such documentation no later than June 3 0 of the
current State Fiscal Year at issue.
(4)
the Commission will review applicants and make a
determination as to which one(s) will best promote amateur boxing
in the State of Utah.
R151-33-904. Criteria for Awarding Grants.
The Commission may consider any of the following criteria in
determining whether to award a grant:
(1)
whether any funds have been collected for purposes of
amateur boxing grants under Section 13-33-304;
(2)
the applicant's past participation in amateur boxing
contests;
(3)
the scope of the applicant's current involvement in
amateur boxing;
(4) demonstrated need for the funding; or
(5)
the involvement of adolescents including rural and
minority groups in the applicant's amateur boxing program.
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